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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Fault Simulation and Test Generation for Small Delay Faults. 
(December 2006) 
Wangqi Qiu, B.S., Fudan University, China 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Duncan M. Walker 
 
Delay faults are an increasingly important test challenge. Traditional delay fault 
models are incomplete in that they model only a subset of delay defect behaviors. To 
solve this problem, a more realistic delay fault model has been developed which models 
delay faults caused by the combination of spot defects and parametric process variation. 
According to the new model, a realistic delay fault coverage metric has been developed. 
Traditional path delay fault coverage metrics result in unrealistically low fault coverage, 
and the real test quality is not reflected. The new metric uses a statistical approach and the 
simulation based fault coverage is consistent with silicon data. Fast simulation algorithms 
are also included in this dissertation. 
The new metric suggests that testing the K longest paths per gate (KLPG) has high 
detection probability for small delay faults under process variation. In this dissertation, a 
novel automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) methodology to find the K longest 
testable paths through each gate for both combinational and sequential circuits is 
presented. Many techniques are used to reduce search space and CPU time significantly. 
Experimental results show that this methodology is efficient and able to handle circuits 
 iv
 
with an exponential number of paths, such as ISCAS85 benchmark circuit c6288. 
The ATPG methodology has been implemented on industrial designs. Speed binning 
has been done on many devices and silicon data has shown significant benefit of the 
KLPG test, compared to several traditional delay test approaches. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Delay Testing 
Speed is crucial for high performance semiconductor products such as 
microprocessors. Due to many types of defects, integrated circuit (IC) fabrication 
processes produce defective ICs as well as good parts. Electronic testing screens out 
defective parts and guarantees the quality of shipped parts. Most defects are gross 
defects that cause errors at any speed (functional failure). However, some small 
manufacturing defects do not cause functional failure but affect speed. Delay testing 
detects such defects and ensures that the design meets the desired performance 
specifications. At smaller geometries, the number of timing-related defects is growing 
[1], and the effectiveness of functional and IDDQ testing, which can detect some timing-
related defects [ 2 ][ 3 ], is reduced. Functional testing is less effective because the 
complexity of functional test generation grows exponentially with increasing gate counts 
[4][5]. IDDQ testing is less effective because a defective device current is difficult to 
distinguish from the normal quiescent current for 130 nm and smaller technologies [6]. 
Previous research has shown that 500 defective parts per million (DPPM) would not be 
achievable without delay testing [7]. Another study has shown that if at-speed tests were 
removed from the test program for a 180 nm microprocessor design, the escape rate went 
up nearly 3% [8]. Murphy and ELF35 experiments has also shown that 3 out of 116 
   
This dissertation follows the style and format of IEEE Transactions on Very Large Scale 
Integration (VLSI) Systems. 
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defective parts escaped when tested at a slower than functional speed at normal 
operating voltage [ 9 ]. The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 
(ITRS) [10] projects at-speed delay testing as an increasingly important but difficult 
problem. Rising clock frequencies and the increasing influence of interconnect on circuit 
delays are making traditional functional and delay test approaches inadequate. 
Process variation can also cause timing-related faults (delay faults). Process 
variations are small natural variations in physical parameters from unit to unit [7][11]. 
These variations are caused by processing and mask imperfections and various wear-out 
mechanisms [12]. Process variation can be further divided into inter-die variations and 
intra-die variations. Inter-die variations are independent of the design implementation, 
and are considered globally in die-to-die, wafer-to-wafer and lot-to-lot areas [13]. Intra-
die variations are dependent of design implementation and are considered locally [12]. 
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Figure 1. Delay variation vs. process variation. 
Circuit delays are highly dependent on process variations because interconnect delays 
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are dependent on metal width, metal thickness, ILD thickness, via resistance, etc. and 
device delays are dependent on gate length, gate oxide thickness, etc. [14][15][16][17] 
Figure 1 shows the SPICE simulation results [12]. Due to process variation, some ICs 
without defects may also be slower than the specified speed. Delay testing must screen 
out these devices as well as the defective ones. 
Typical delay testing is performed as follows. Each delay test pattern contains two 
test vectors. The first vector initializes the circuit under test (CUT) and the second vector 
tries to make transitions at the locations where delay faults are suspected, and propagate 
the slow transitions to observable primary outputs or memory cells. Logic values are 
measured in specified time and compared to correct values. A faulty circuit may pass a 
slow speed test but fail a high-speed test. 
1.2 Traditional Delay Fault Models 
A fault model is an abstraction of a type of defect behavior. A good fault model must 
be simple as well as accurate so that it can be efficiently used in simulation, test 
generation and diagnosis. Three classic delay fault models are commonly used in delay 
testing: transition fault model [18], gate delay fault model [19] and path delay fault 
model [20]. 
1.2.1 Transition Fault Model 
The transition fault model assumes that the delay fault affects only one gate or line in 
the circuit under test, and the extra delay caused by the fault is large enough to prevent 
the transition from reaching any observable primary outputs or memory cells within the 
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specified time. In other words, a transition fault can be detected on any sensitized path 
through the fault site. The transition fault coverage is measured as the percentage of 
faults that are detected by a test set [21]. This model is simple and it can be applied 
without any accurate timing models. A transition fault test can be composed by pairing 
stuck-at-0 and stuck-at-1 test patterns [22] and test generation for complicated sequential 
circuits has been extensively investigated [23][24][25] for many years. The traditional 
transition fault test generation algorithm normally selects the easiest path, in terms of 
high controllability and observability, to propagate a transition, so that the automatic test 
pattern generation (ATPG) cost is close to minimum. As a result, in most cases the 
selected paths are short. Furthermore, short paths indicate fewer number of side input 
constraints, so that the average care bit density of the pattern that tests one fault is low, 
thus high test compaction rate and low test volume can be achieved [26][27][28][29]. 
However, recent research shows that resistive opens are one of the major defect types 
that cause delay faults [30], and that small delay faults cannot be neglected in new 
technology [31]. As the transition fault model targets relatively large delay faults, its test 
quality for small delay faults is a concern [32][33]. 
1.2.2 Gate Delay Fault Model 
The gate delay fault model is more general than the transition fault model because it 
considers the amount of extra delay due to a defect. Therefore, a gate delay fault may 
only be detected through a long path. This model requires an accurate timing model. The 
quality of a test set is defined as how close the minimum actually detected delay fault 
sizes are to the minimum possibly detectable fault sizes [34]. However, the actual 
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minimum detectable fault size is always larger because of process variation, and it varies 
from device to device. The gate delay fault model always gives pessimistic fault 
coverage, and it gets worse when process variation increases with newer technology [11]. 
1.2.3 Path Delay Fault Model 
The path delay fault model is the most conservative of any of the classical models for 
delay faults because a circuit is considered faulty if the delay of any of its paths exceeds 
the specified time. The path delay fault model is more realistic in modeling physical 
delay defects because it can also detect small distributed delay defects caused by process 
variation, or the combination of local and distributed delay. However, a major limitation 
of this model is that the number of paths in the circuit (and therefore the number of path 
delay faults) can be exponential in the number of gates. For example, ISCAS85 
benchmark circuit c6288, a 16-bit multiplier, has close to 1020 paths. 
Many techniques have been used to reduce the number of paths that must be tested in 
the path delay fault model. The simplest idea is to test the paths with maximum delays in 
a circuit. These paths are called the longest paths or critical paths. However, circuit 
optimization tends to compress the distribution of path delays in a circuit, so many paths 
are close to the maximum delay [35]. Because of manufacturing process variation, any 
of these paths can be the actual longest path. Therefore, a group of longest paths must be 
selected for testing. In practice, the path selection criteria can be based on if the nominal 
path delay is more than a certain threshold, e.g. 80% of the maximum specified delay of 
the circuit. It is assumed that the delays of the selected paths bound the maximum circuit 
delay with high confidence. The path selection is much more realistic if structural and 
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spatial correlations of path delays are used [36], and then the number of paths that must 
be tested can be significantly reduced. However, delay faults can be caused by both local 
small defects, such as a resistive short or via, and process variations during IC 
manufacturing [37], or their combination. The delay faults caused by local small defects 
are termed local delay faults [38] and those caused by process variations are termed 
global delay faults [36] or distributed path delay faults [39]. This path selection strategy 
assumes that delay faults are only caused by global delay faults. Thus if no path through 
a local delay fault site is selected for testing, the delay fault cannot be detected. To solve 
this problem, some path selection methods ensure that for every line in the circuit, the 
longest path through it must be selected [40][41][42][43]. 
However, the test coverage is unrealistically low using traditional path delay fault 
coverage metrics due to the fact that only a small subset of paths is tested using any 
realistic test sets, though some test sets obviously have much higher test quality than 
others. 
1.3 False Path Problem 
No matter which delay fault model is used, a delay fault is always tested by 
propagating a transition through a path or a set of paths and observing at the destination 
of the paths. However, due to logic dependence, not all paths can propagate transitions. 
These paths are called false paths or untestable paths. For example, in Figure 2, path a-c-
d is a false path under the single-path sensitization criterion [44][45][46][47], because to 
propagate a transition through the AND gate requires line b to be logic 1 and to 
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propagate the transition through the OR gate requires line b to be logic 0. In this work, 
the terms “untestable” and “false” are used interchangeably. In fact, most paths are 
untestable. For example, more than 99% of the paths in ISCAS85 circuit c6288 have 
been proven untestable [48]. False path problem is the major problem in delay testing 
ATPG. Earlier approaches are inefficient in testable path generation because they get a 
list of candidate structural paths from timing analysis tools and check the testability for 
each path, and most of the paths are untestable. In this work, an efficient methodology is 
developed and the testability of each generated path is guaranteed. 
a c
b d 
 
Figure 2. An example of a false path. 
1.4 Scan-Based At-Speed Test Approaches 
Test speed is another challenge of delay testing. To detect small defects, and 
sometimes the combination of small defects and slow paths due to process variation, 
high-test speed is required. Applying a test at the CUT functional speed is called at-
speed test. Build-in-self-test (BIST) can be applied at full functional speed, but it has 
low probability to sensitize enough critical paths, though evidence has been shown that 
BIST can achieve very high fault coverage for stuck-at and transition faults [49]. On the 
other hand, functional tests running at full speed are becoming unattractive due to the 
high cost of development and application [50]. AC scan test using automatic test 
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equipment (ATE) can solve these problems, though the pin interface speed of a low-cost 
ATE is normally much lower than the functional speed of the CUT. Fortunately, as high-
speed on-chip clock generation using phase-locked loops (PLL), is becoming common in 
industry, performing an at-speed delay test using low speed ATE channels will no longer 
be a bottleneck in the near future. 
In this work, muxed scan design is assumed, with a scan enable signal selecting either 
serial scan data or functional logic data. The flip-flops are clocked with the system clock. 
Two scan-based at-speed test methodologies have found increasing usage in industry. 
1.4.1 Launch-on-Shift (Skewed Load) 
The procedure for the launch-on-shift (or skewed load [51][52]) test approach is: 
1. The circuit is set to scan mode. The first test vector is scanned into scan chains 
using the slow scan clock, and the values are set on primary inputs (PIs). 
2. The second test vector is obtained by shifting the scan chain by one bit. Usually 
the PIs do not change values due to the constraints from low-cost ATEs. 
3. The circuit is set to the functional mode by flipping the scan-enable signals and 
pulsing the system clock to capture the circuit values in scan cells. The values on 
primary outputs (POs) are captured if necessary. 
4. The circuit is set to scan mode and the values in the scan chains are scanned out 
using the slow scan clock. This step can be overlapped with step 1. 
The advantage of this approach is that fast test generation methodologies for 
combinational circuits can be applied without many modifications. Scanned flip-flops 
are considered primary inputs in the ATPG for combinational circuits, and the adjacent 
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scan bit dependencies must be added to the existing ATPG. These constraints may result 
in some paths being untestable. 
The disadvantage of this approach is that the scan enable signals must operate at full 
speed. In addition, many of the sensitizable paths under the launch-on-shift constraints 
are sequential false paths, i.e. these paths are not sensitizable in functional mode, so 
some redundant faults would be detected. 
1.4.2 Launch-on-Capture (Functional Justification) 
The procedure of the launch-on-capture (or functional justification, broadside [53]) 
test approach is: 
1. Same as the launch-on-shift approach step 1. 
2. The circuit is set to functional mode. A dummy cycle is inserted if the scan-
enable signal cannot operate at full speed or the system clock frequency is very high, so 
that the launch clock pulse width is too large. Figure 3(a) shows the clock waveform. For 
comparison, Figure 3(b) shows the clock waveform if the time is sufficient for the scan 
enable signal to propagate. In this approach, the launch cycle is kept identical to the shift 
cycle with respect to period, rising edge, and pulse width. 
3. The system clock is pulsed twice. At the first clock pulse, the second test vector 
is derived from the first vector. At the second clock pulse, the test is performed and the 
output values are captured in scan cells. The values on POs are captured if necessary. 
4. Same as the launch-on-shift approach step 4. 
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shift cycle 
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(b)  
Figure 3. Launch-on-capture clock waveforms. 
The advantage of this approach is that it does not require the scan enable signal to 
operate at full speed. The sensitizable paths under the launch-on-capture constraints are 
also sensitizable in functional mode, unless the first vector represents an illegal state. 
1.5 Combined Delay Fault Model – A More Realistic Model 
The traditional delay fault models do not completely describe all realistic fault 
behaviors, and the test quality of the test patterns based on these models is a concern. An 
experiment has shown that test quality varies from pattern to pattern even within a single 
transition fault test set, and it is reasonable to expect more variation among different test 
sets. In this experiment, the transition test patterns are divided evenly into 10 groups by 
their original order, and speed binning is run to get the maximum passing frequency 
(Fmax) for each group on the same device. Figure 4 shows the results. A 4% Fmax 
variation is observed. Higher variation is expected if the test set is divided into more 
groups, or more test sets are included into the experiment. In theory, a transition fault 
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test set results in close-to-upper-bound Fmax, and it is interesting to find a test that 
results in the lower bound. To find such a test, a more realistic delay fault model, which 
more accurately describes fault behaviors, is developed in this work. 
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Figure 4. Fmax varies with delay test patterns. 
Figure 5 shows a comprehensive fault mechanism. Spot defects and parametric 
process variation can cause functional failures, delay faults, or reliability hazards. A 
local delay fault is a local delay increase caused by a spot defect, such as a resistive open 
or short. The gate or transition fault model targets these faults. Global delay faults are 
slow paths due to process parameter variation, such as transistor gate length variation. 
The path delay fault model targets these faults. Combined delay faults (CDF) are delay 
faults caused by a combination of spot defect and process variation. By considering the 
entire range of spot defect parameters and process variation, the CDF model 
encompasses both local and global delay faults. At this time, delays due to capacitive 
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and inductive coupling [54][55][56][57] are not considered. 
Spot Defect Process Variation
Local
Delay Fault
Global
Delay Fault
Combined
Delay Fault
Functional
Failure
Reliability
Hazard
This Research  
Figure 5. Fault types addressed in this work. 
1.6 Organization 
In section 2, statistical delay fault coverage metric is proposed for the CDF model, to 
more accurately evaluate the test quality of traditional and proposed delay test 
methodologies. The metric is based on fault simulation that is presented in section 3. To 
get higher quality tests based on the CDF model, in section 4 an ATPG algorithm is 
presented and applied to benchmark circuits and industrial designs. In section 5, silicon 
data shows the accuracy of the new simulation results, and significant test quality 
increase using the new test generation methodologies. Section 6 concludes the 
dissertation with future directions. 
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2. STATISTICAL FAULT COVERAGE METRIC 
2.1 Background 
The traditional metric of path delay fault coverage is the percentage of the paths 
which are tested under robust [20], non-robust [44], or functional [58] sensitization 
criteria, that is, coverage = number of tested paths / total number of structural paths. A 
structural path is a sequence of gates and nets without considering sensitization. Based 
on this metric, testing p long paths has the same fault coverage as testing p short paths, 
which does not reflect the real test quality. In addition, since the total number of 
structural paths is exponential in the number of gates, clearly this fault coverage metric 
results in very low fault coverage for any practical test set, which is far from the reality. 
Some research eliminated untestable paths [59][60], and then the coverage = number of 
tested paths / number of total testable paths. However, these methods are very expensive 
because the sensitization of all the paths must be checked and the coverage is still 
unrealistically low (around 20%). For example, as ISCAS85 benchmark circuit c6288 
may have an exponential number of testable paths [48], the traditional path delay fault 
coverage of any practical test is close to zero. 
2.2 Path Delay Correlation 
Any two paths in a circuit have correlation in delays. Two paths have structural 
correlation when they share a common path segment. For example, in Figure 6 path a-d-
e and b-d-e are structurally correlated because they share segment d-e. Two paths can 
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also have spatial correlation because the path delays are functions of the manufacturing 
process parameters, such as transistor gate length, which are spatially correlated. For two 
paths that are physically close to each other, the delay correlation is high because the 
paths have very similar process parameters. 
a
b
c
d
e
 
Figure 6. An example of structurally-correlated paths. 
Figure 7 shows the delay space [39] for two paths, assuming the path delay is a one-
dimensional function of process parameters. The delay space is the bounded region in 
which the probable delay value combinations are represented. It is assumed that each 
path has min-max delays. If the two paths have no correlation, the delay value 
combination can be anywhere within the rectangle. If they are perfectly correlated, the 
delay space shrinks to a line, which means if path 1 has the max (min) delay under a 
combination of certain process parameters; path 2 also reaches its max (min) delay under 
the same combination of process parameters. In reality, the correlation is somewhere in 
between, and the realistic delay space is the shaded area. Using correlation information, 
the delays of untested paths can be predicted by the delays of tested paths [61]. 
An inter-die process variation model [62] is used in this work. In this model, the 
delay of a path is expressed as a linear function of process variables. If the delay of path 
p1 is less than that of path p2 under any process parameter combination, it is said that p1 
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is covered by p2. Thus, if p2 is tested, p1 does not have to be tested. One limitation of this 
model is that it does not consider intra-die process variation. However, by assuming 
100% intra-die process correlation, the upper bound of delay fault coverage can be 
computed, as shown in the next section. 
Delay on path 1 
Delay on path 2
dmax, p1dmin, p1
dmax, p2 
dmin, p2 
No correlation 
Perfectly correlated 
Reality: 
Partially correlated 
 
Figure 7. Delay spaces for different path correlations. 
2.3 Delay Fault Coverage Metric 
Realistic delay fault coverage can be computed as the percentage of faulty chips that 
can be detected as faulty by a test set [39][63]. If presented in a probability formula, the 
coverage for test set t is: 
P(t detects delay fault | chip has a delay fault)           (1) 
Because this is a general metric and model-independent, to make it usable, it is 
necessary to map this abstract metric to CDF model, which considers both local and 
global delay faults. 
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In the CDF model it is assumed that there is at most one local delay fault (or no local 
delay fault) that can occur on any single line in the circuit. The position of the local 
delay fault is termed as fault site. The whole circuit is also subject to process variation, 
which may cause a timing failure by itself (global delay fault) or in combination with a 
local delay fault. 
Delay on path 1 
Delay on path 2 
A
B
C 
tmax 
tmax 
D
Both paths are slow 
Only path 1 is slow 
Only path 2 is slow 
No delay fault 
 
Figure 8. Delay space of a fault. 
Under the CDF model, fault detection is probabilistic instead of deterministic. For 
example, suppose there are two paths, P1 and P2, through a resistive open fault site, and 
the local extra delay is not large enough for either path to be definitely slow. Figure 8 
shows the delay space for this fault. tmax is the maximum specified delay of the circuit. 
The circuit has some probability that path 1 or 2 is slow (Delay < tmin is not considered in 
this work). Suppose test set t1 tests path 1 only and test set t2 tests path 2 only. Neither t1 
nor t2 can guarantee the detection of the fault, e.g. t1 cannot detect the delay fault in area 
A. Instead, each test set only has some probability of detection. Both test sets are 
required to guarantee detection. In this work the notion of detection probability (DP) [64] 
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for a single fault site is used. 
Using this probability model, the general metric expressed in formula (1) can be 
translated into formula (2) to compute the DP for fault site i with local extra delay ∆ (the 
size of the local delay fault): 
DPi,∆(t) =P( ≥1 tested path through i is slow | ≥1 path through i is slow)   (2) 
In the example whose delay space is shown in Figure 8, according to formula (2), if 
test set t tests path 1 only, the DP is area(B∪C)/area(A∪B∪C); if t tests path 2 only, the 
DP is area(B∪A)/area(A∪B∪C); and if t tests both paths, the DP is 100%. 
The above analysis is for a given local extra delay ∆. For fault site i with an arbitrary 
∆, the DP for site i is computed as: 
∫ > ⋅= i0∆∆ i∆ii ∆∆tt , d)(p)(DP)(DP ,                 (3) 
where ∆0,i is the value of local extra delay below which there is no delay fault. pi(∆) is 
the PDF of ∆ at fault site i, and is computed using the PDF of delay caused by physical 
defects, such as resistive opens [31] or shorts [65][66][67]. 
The overall fault coverage for test set t is: 
%100)(DP)(FC ×⋅= ∑i ii wtt                  (4) 
where wi is the weight for fault site i (∑i wi = 1). wi depends on the location of the fault. 
For example, the fault sites with many long paths through them are more likely to cause 
delay faults than the fault sites that have only short paths through them. Therefore, 
testing more paths through a high weighted fault site is an efficient way to increase the 
fault coverage. wi is also sensitive to the ratio of local/global delay faults. If the ratio is 
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high, the weights are almost equal for all fault sites. If it is low, the fault sites with only 
short paths can have weights close to zero. In this work, equal weights are used for 
simplicity. 
If no local delay fault is considered, only formula (2) is used in the computation, with 
∆=0, and i is removed because the whole circuit, instead of a particular site, is 
considered. 
According to formula (2), if the path delays are not independent (and in reality, they 
are not), the DP computation is dependent on the delay space. For example, in Figure 8, 
the areas of A, B, C change if the delay space changes, and then the DP changes 
accordingly. Therefore, if accurate correlation information is not known, the DP 
computation is not easy. To solve this problem, two extremities are assumed. If no 
correlation is assumed, path delays are independent variables. This assumption results in 
the lower bound of fault coverage. If 100% intra-die process correlation is assumed 
(only inter-die process variation is considered) [62], the upper bound of fault coverage is 
computed. 
Applying this coverage metric (formulae 2-4) is inexpensive because only a small 
subset of paths must be considered. For example, Figure 9 shows the delays of four paths, 
each having a distribution due to process variation, through a certain fault site. Suppose 
path P1 is tested by t, and the longest testable path P0 is not tested. When ∆0<∆<∆1, 
DPi,∆(t) is 0; when ∆>∆2, DPi,∆(t) is 100%, because the tested path P1 is definitely slow; 
when ∆1<∆<∆2, DPi,∆(t) increases from 0 to 100% as ∆ increases. Thus, the fault 
coverage computation is required only in this interval. The main cost to compute the 
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fault coverage (or test efficiency, which is a more accurate fault coverage because it 
excludes undetectable faults), which is the number of tested faults over the number of 
testable faults, is on the sensitization check for all the paths whose length is within this 
interval. However, if all the structural paths are assumed testable, a lower bound 
coverage can be computed and experiments show the error on ISCAS85 circuits is <4%. 
The cost of enumerating structural paths is low because the total number of structural 
paths through a gate can be computed from the number of paths of its immediate fan-in 
and fan-out gates. 
PDF P2 P1
∆0∆1
tmax 
P0P3 
∆2
Delay 
 
Figure 9. Fault coverage computation. 
The fault coverage metric suggests a test strategy: 
1. Apply transition fault tests to detect large local delay faults, and from industrial 
experience, most local delay faults are large. 
2. Apply at-speed test to one of the longest paths, e.g. the path with maximum 
nominal delay, through each gate or line, to eliminate or reduce the 0-DP area between 
∆0 and ∆1 in Figure 9, because this is the second largest coverage loss factor. 
3. Test more possible longest paths (such as P2 in Figure 9, if P0 does not exist) to 
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increase the DP between ∆1 and ∆2. 
Figure 10 shows the conceptual relation between fault coverage and the percentage of 
tested paths, using different fault coverage metrics. The paths are sorted by their nominal 
delays in descending order. If there is no local delay fault, the fault coverage increases 
quickly after the first several potentially critical paths are tested, and reaches 100% after 
all potentially critical paths are tested. If the percentage of local delay faults is high (in 
reality it is), the curves have some “jumps” because at these points the first path through 
some fault sites is tested. It is clear that the new fault coverage metric is closer to 
industrial experience and more realistic. The traditional fault coverage is computed as 
the number of tested paths over the total number of testable paths. 
Percentage of 
tested paths 
Fault coverage 
100%
100% 
Using new FC metric 
with high correlation 
Using new FC 
metric with low 
correlation 
Using traditional 
FC metric  
Assuming no 
local delay faults
0  
Figure 10. Fault coverage vs. percentage of tested paths. 
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3. FAULT SIMULATION 
The goal of the CDF simulation is to compute the detection probability for each fault 
site, for test set t. The DP’s for all the fault sites are used to compute the overall fault 
coverage, so that the quality of the test set is evaluated [68][69]. 
3.1 Fast Fault Simulation Algorithm 
The fault simulation starts with spot-defect-free timing simulation for each test 
pattern. After this simulation, the initial and final logic values and the nominal transition 
time of the last event for each line are known. Figure 11 shows an example. The italic 
numbers next to the transition symbols indicate the transition time, assuming the unit 
gate delay model is used. S1 or S0 indicates a stable logic value 1 or 0 on the line. 
 
G1
G2S1
98
a-P1(7)
a 
c 
b b-P1(7); b-P2(8)
7
P1(6) 
8
P2(7) 
d
e
 
Figure 11. Robust propagation path identification. 
Then the robust/non-robust propagation paths from each line to primary outputs or 
scan cells are identified. A line’s robust propagation paths can be computed using its 
immediate fan-out lines’ robust propagation paths. In Figure 11, suppose line d has a 
robust propagation path P1 with length 6, and line e has path P2 with length 7. The robust 
propagation paths for line b are computed by checking the final logic values on the side 
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inputs of gate G1 and G2. Then two paths are identified: b-P1 with length 7 and b-P2 with 
length 8. Because the propagation paths are robust, the slow signal is able to propagate 
through these paths independent of the delays on the side inputs to the paths. Therefore 
the extra delay ∆ on a line must be detected if ttrans + ∆ + lprop > tmax, where ttrans and lprop 
are the transition time and propagation path length associated with that line, respectively. 
In the simulation, since ttrans and lprop are statistical values (with PDFs), the computed ∆ 
is a statistical value too. For resistive shorts, the sensitization condition, i.e. the opposite 
logic value on the other shorted line, must be checked. 
The non-robust propagation paths can be identified in a similar way. The difference is 
that if there is no transition on a line, the non-robust propagation paths from that line 
must also be computed. Line g in Figure 12 is an example. The reason is that a spot 
defect on line d may generate a glitch on g, and the computation of the non-robust 
propagation paths from d uses g’s propagation paths. The complexity of the spot-defect-
free simulation is O(V·C), where V is the number of vectors and C is the circuit size 
(number of gates/lines in the circuit). 
G1 
G2 S1 
8
a-d-g-P1(9) 
a 
c 
b b-d-g-P1(9) 
7 
d-g-P1(8)
8
d
e
S1 
G3
9
f
g-P1(7)
S1
G4 
g
7
P1(6) 
h 
8 
 
Figure 12. Non-robust propagation path identification. 
A problem with the non-robust propagation paths is that the fault detection through 
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these paths is dependent on the delays on the side inputs to the path. In Figure 12, an 
extra delay on line b does not affect the transition time on line h, even though line b has 
a non-robust propagation path. Therefore, the validation of these paths must be checked. 
After spot-defect-free timing simulation, each line has a few non-robust propagation 
paths. The validation check can be performed by introducing an extra delay ∆ on the line, 
where ∆ = tmax – ttrans – lprop, and running fault simulation for the patterns which sensitize 
this path, to check if the slow signal can be detected at any primary output or scan cell. 
This procedure starts from the smallest ∆. If a small ∆ can be detected through a non-
robust propagation path, the validation check for the paths that can only detect large ∆ is 
not necessary, because testing those paths, such as P3 in Figure 9, does not increase the 
fault coverage. Experiments show that normally only a few paths must be checked for 
each line. 
It is possible that some functional sensitizable paths are missed. However, because 
these paths always appear in pairs and the delay is determined by the shorter one, in 
most cases they do not contribute to the fault coverage. Thus, these paths are not 
checked unless there is no long robust or non-robust propagation path through the fault 
site. 
3.2 Comparison of Simulated Fault Coverage 
ISCAS85 benchmark circuits are used in the experiments. The TSMC 180 nm 
technology with five metal layers is used to generate the layouts. Delays for each gate 
and interconnect are extracted and assumed to have a Normal distribution with 3σ=10% 
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of the nominal value. The transistor gate length, the width and thickness of the five metal 
layers and the thickness of the five interlayer dielectrics are considered parameters in the 
process variation model [62]. The maximum specified delay tmax is set to be 8% longer 
than the nominal delay of the longest testable path. 
In the first experiment, resistive opens are assumed on gate outputs. It is assumed that 
80% of the opens have infinite resistance so that they can be detected by a transition 
fault test, and the remaining 20% are resistive, with log(R) uniformly distributed, where 
R is the open resistance [31]. This case is similar to the traditional gate delay fault model 
because the local delay fault size has a distribution. The delay fault coverage computed 
in this work is more accurate than the gate delay fault coverage, because process 
variation is also considered. The KLPG (K longest testable paths per gate) test generator 
[70] is used to generate K=500 testable paths through each gate (this process takes <10 
minutes), for the fault coverage computation purpose. For >99% of the gates, K=500 
covers all the possible longest testable paths through the gate, assuming a ±10% path 
delay variation. This increases fault coverage accuracy, because the fault sites with no 
transition fault test are not included in the computation, and the false paths are 
eliminated by the KLPG test generator. 
Table 1 shows the fault coverage for the ISCAS85 circuits, using three test sets: 
1. Transition fault test; 
2. KLPG-1 test, which tests two longest paths through each gate, with one path 
having a rising transition and the other having a falling transition at the gate output; 
3. (Critical) path delay test, which tests the Csize longest testable paths throughout 
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the circuit, where Csize is the circuit size (number of gates in the circuit), so that the 
number of patterns in this test set is about the same as the KLPG-1 test set. 
The transition fault test is generated by a commercial ATPG tool. The other two test 
sets are generated by the KLPG test generator, and compressed by a simple greedy 
algorithm. All three test sets are applied at full functional speed. 
Table 1. Fault coverage comparison for resistive opens and process variation. 
TF KLPG-1 Critical TF+C 
Circuit 
UB(%) LB(%) UB(%) UB(%) UB(%) 
c432 98.85 99.64 99.98 57.78 99.51 
c499 98.68 99.59 99.96 25.95 99.27 
c880 98.82 99.61 99.95 24.38 99.25 
c1355 97.23 99.53 99.89 18.80 98.01 
c1908 98.51 99.44 99.92 31.99 99.11 
c2670 98.69 99.49 99.78 15.35 98.94 
c3540 97.97 99.51 99.90 25.66 98.60 
c5315 99.03 99.50 99.83 10.68 99.18 
c6288 97.51 99.12 99.65 12.83 98.14 
c7552 98.96 99.61 99.93 28.50 99.35 
 
Column 2 shows the fault coverage for the transition fault test. For most fault sites, 
the transition fault test does not test through the longest paths, but the fault coverage is 
still reasonably high. The reason is that, based on test structure data, 80% of the resistive 
opens cause large extra delay if the test is applied at full functional speed. These 
numbers reflect the reality that a transition fault test detects most of delay faults. It 
should be noted that these numbers are the upper bound because it is too expensive for 
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the KLPG test generator to generate all the paths whose length is close to the paths that 
the transition fault test sensitizes (since most of these paths are short, and the KLPG test 
generator generates long paths first). This also happens to the path delay test because for 
the faults that are not on critical paths, random short paths are sensitized by this test set. 
Therefore, a 100% path delay correlation is used to compute the upper bound. 
Columns 3 and 4 show the lower and upper bounds of the fault coverage for the 
KLPG-1 test. The lower bound is computed by assuming no path delay correlation (even 
no structural correlation). The upper bound is computed by using an inter-die process 
variation model [62] and assuming 100% intra-die process correlation. The bounds are 
close because the majority of delay faults caused by resistive opens can be modeled as 
transition faults. It can be seen that the upper bound fault coverage is almost 100% for 
most circuits. The reason is that for most fault sites, only 2-3 paths can be the longest 
paths with process correlation. Thus, most fault sites have 100% DP. The fault coverage 
upper bound for circuits c2670, c5315 and c6288 is lower than the other circuits because 
the number of longest paths per fault site for these circuits is relatively large even with 
process correlation. Column 5 shows the upper bound of the fault coverage for the path 
delay test. The coverage loss mainly comes from the fact that many local delay fault 
sites have no test, because they are not on a long path. Column 6 shows the upper bound 
of the fault coverage for applying both transition fault and path delay tests, which are 
used in industry. The higher fault coverage of this test reflects industrial experience [71]. 
Figure 13 shows the fault coverage for circuit c7552, assuming the K value in the 
KLPG test increases from 1 to 5. As can be seen, only a small number of paths are 
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needed through each fault site to achieve high fault coverage. The benefit of testing one 
of the longest paths (the fault coverage increase from the transition fault test to the 
KLPG-1 test) is more significant than that of testing more long paths (the increase from 
the KLPG-1 test to the KLPG-5 test). 
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Figure 13. Fault coverage vs. K (circuit c7552). 
In the second experiment, random non-feedback resistive shorts are assumed. Table 2 
shows the results. The number of shorts is approximately twice the number of lines in 
the circuits. Shorts between lines feeding the same gate are not included. Shorts between 
signal lines and power/ground grid are not considered because they are more likely to 
behave as stuck-at or transition faults [72][73][74][75]. The bridge resistance is assumed 
to be uniformly distributed between 0 Ω and 40 kΩ [76]. It can be seen that for transition 
fault and path delay tests, there is a large coverage loss but KLPG-1 test keeps high fault 
coverage. It is straightforward that the path delay test has low coverage because some 
bridging faults on non-critical paths are not sensitized randomly. However, this should 
not happen for the transition fault test. Although the transition fault test does not target 
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resistive shorts explicitly, a bridging fault can be detected by either shorted line in most 
cases. In addition, as the transition fault test generates at least one observable transition 
through each gate/line, and the probability that an opposite logic value is set on the other 
shorted line is high, most bridging faults can be sensitized. However, there is still a 
significant difference of coverage between the KLPG-1 and transition fault tests. 
Table 2. Fault coverage comparison for resistive shorts and process variation. 
TF KLPG-1 Critical TF+C 
Circuit # Shorts 
UB(%) LB(%) UB(%) UB(%) UB(%) 
c432      821 85.3 98.2 98.8 82.4 97.7 
c499   1 102 91.1 99.1 99.3 88.0 98.5 
c880   1 421 90.5 98.5 99.0 85.1 94.6 
c1355  2 488 88.9 98.6 99.0 84.1 96.0 
c1908   4 007 93.0 96.6 97.5 90.7 95.8 
c3540   8 919 84.1 94.6 95.9 85.3 92.1 
c5315 12 168 93.9 97.1 98.2 94.6 96.4 
c6288 14 170 80.6 95.0 99.1 90.1 94.2 
c7552 12 156 85.5 93.3 97.4 89.6 93.7 
 
Figure 14 shows the delay caused by most resistive shorts and explains why testing 
long paths is important. For most shorts, the slack of the longest sensitizable path 
through either shorted line is not very tight (Figure 14a), therefore the coverage loss, 
which is the range between the two dotted vertical lines, is small. However, for some 
shorts with one shorted line on a critical path, a large coverage loss occurs if the longest 
sensitizable path through that line is not tested even if the tested path is slightly shorter 
(Figure 14b). This also explains the results that applying both transition fault and path 
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delay tests can get high fault coverage. 
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Figure 14. Delay vs. bridge resistance. 
In the third experiment, no spot defects are assumed. The circuits are only subject to 
process variation. This case is equivalent to the traditional path delay fault model, and 
the new metric computes a more accurate and reasonable fault coverage. The KLPG test 
generator is used to generate all the potentially critical paths to compute more accurate 
fault coverage (the CPU time is <5 minutes per circuit). 
Table 3 shows the fault coverage for this case, using the KLPG-1 and path delay tests. 
The fault coverage for the transition fault test is almost zero for all these circuits, since 
few critical paths are tested by luck because transition fault test normally sensitizes short 
paths to keep the test generation cost low. It can be seen that the KLPG-1 test results in 
high fault coverage. This is because many paths in this test set are also critical paths. 
After the process correlation is applied, most paths are trimmed and for most circuits 
there are <10 “must be tested” paths remaining (circuit c2670 has 14 paths remaining, 
which is the maximum number). The experiments show that the KLPG-1 test set covers 
all the “must be tested” paths for most circuits (KLPG-1 for c499 misses one path and 
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KLPG-1 for c2670 misses two). It is not surprising that the path delay test achieves 
higher fault coverage, and the number of critical paths in all the circuits is less than Csize, 
except for c6288. 
Table 3. Fault coverage comparison for process variation only. 
KLPG-1 Critical 
Circuit
LB(%) UB(%) LB(%) UB(%)
c432 100 100 100 100 
c499 99.81 99.94 100 100 
c880 99.83 100 100 100 
c1355 99.72 100 100 100 
c1908 99.77 100 100 100 
c2670 99.25 99.75 100 100 
c3540 100 100 100 100 
c5315 99.17 100 100 100 
c6288 96.44 100 98.89 100 
c7552 100 100 100 100 
 
For comparison, Table 4 shows the fault coverage for the three test sets using the 
traditional transition and path delay fault coverage metrics. It can be seen that the 
transition fault coverage does not reflect the real test quality since both transition fault 
and KLPG-1 tests have 100% fault coverage after removing undetectable faults. The 
traditional path delay fault coverage for the transition fault test is not included because 
the cost is too high to identify all the sensitized paths. The total number of testable paths, 
which is used in the traditional path delay fault coverage computation, is from the 
RESIST test generator [48]. As some aborted paths may also be testable, the numbers in 
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columns 5 and 6 are the upper bound. For example, in circuit c6288, 12 592 testable 
paths are found by RESIST and about 1018 paths are aborted. The traditional path delay 
fault coverage is much lower than the real test quality. 
Table 4. Fault coverage comparison using traditional delay fault coverage metrics. 
Transition FC (%) Path Delay FC (%) 
Circuit 
TF KLPG-1 Critical KLPG-1 Critical 
c432 100 100 57.81   3.01   4.30 
c499 100 100 25.99   0.28   0.15 
c880 100 100 24.41   2.19   2.38 
c1355 100 100 18.86   1.94   2.41 
c1908 100 100 32.04   0.37   0.90 
c2670 100 100 15.48   4.44   8.34 
c3540 100 100 25.73   1.01   1.89 
c5315 100 100 10.79   1.71   2.83 
c6288 100 100 13.08 11.69 19.19 
c7552 100 100 28.55   1.82   4.07 
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4. TEST GENERATION 
4.1 Background 
The problem of finding the longest path through each gate or line in a circuit has been 
extensively studied [41][42][ 77 ][ 78 ]. However, these methodologies are either 
inefficient or fail to guarantee the testability of the generated paths. The inefficiency 
comes from the fact that most prior work lists many long structural paths first, and then 
checks their testability. If there are subcircuits with a large number of paths, all the long 
paths listed are similar and it is possible that none of them is testable. 
Many ATPGs for the global longest path generation were studied to see if they could 
be extended to solve the problem of finding the K longest testable paths through each 
gate (KLPG). A fast ATPG tool NEST [79] generates paths in a nonenumerative way, 
which can handle a large number paths simultaneously, but it is only effective in highly 
testable circuits, where large numbers of path delay faults are testable. DYNAMITE [80] 
is very efficient in poorly testable circuits, but in highly testable circuits many faults are 
treated separately, which results in huge memory consumption and so is not practical for 
large circuits. RESIST [48] exploits the fact that many paths in a circuit have common 
subpaths and sensitizes those subpaths only once, which reduces repeated work and 
identifies large sets of untestable paths. Moreover, for the first time this research 
identified 99.4% of all the path delay faults as either testable or untestable in ISCAS 
benchmark circuit c6288, which is known for having an exponential number of paths. 
However, the test generation for c6288 is still slow. RESIST took 1,122 CPU hours to 
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find 12,592 paths on a SPARC IPX 28 MIPS machine. Following research [43] 
presented an efficient method to extend the RESIST algorithm to the problem of finding 
a set of longest testable paths that cover every gate. This method takes advantage of the 
relations of the longest paths through different gates, and guarantees their testability. 
However, partly because this work assumes a unit delay model, there is no obvious way 
to extend it to handle the problem of finding the K longest testable paths through each 
gate, and this method fails when applied to c6288, indicating that the advantages in the 
RESIST algorithm may not be easily applied to generating paths through a certain gate. 
A timing analysis tool [81] presents another method to efficiently identify the global 
longest testable paths in a combinational circuit. Instead of generating many long 
structural paths and checking their testability, this tool grows paths from the primary 
inputs. In each iteration, a new gate is added, and the constraints are applied to that gate. 
Then instead of assigning logic values on one or more primary inputs to satisfy the 
constraints on the newly added gate, as done in VIPER [47], direct implications, which 
are more efficient, are applied to find local conflicts. If conflicts exist, the whole search 
space that contains the already-grown series of gates is trimmed off. This technique is 
called implicit false path elimination [45][ 82 ]. Some other false path elimination 
techniques, such as forward trimming and dynamic dominators, are also applied in this 
tool to identify false paths earlier. This tool is efficient and able to handle c6288. 
The algorithm in this work inherits the framework of the efficient timing analysis tool 
but aims at particular gates one by one, and it has been extended to handle scan-based 
sequential circuits in industry. Many heuristics are implemented in the algorithm to 
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reduce the search space and avoid repeated work. Experiments have shown that this 
algorithm can achieve a linear CPU time and memory consumption in circuit size. 
4.2 Test Generation Flow 
 
Figure 15. KLPG test generation flow. 
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Figure 15 shows the KLPG test generation flow. Files required in each step are listed 
on the right side. The first step is to parse the hierarchical netlist and library. In this work 
Verilog format is supported. When the hierarchical design is being flattened, each pin, 
cell, gate, and primitive is assigned an index. An index-to-hierarchical-name mapping 
table and hierarchical-name-to-index hash table are established and written to files. 
Since KLPG is not a design-for-testability (DFT) tool, it does not have to remember all 
the hierarchical names for future debugging (designs are assumed to be bug-free, e.g. a 
taped-out design). After this step, the long hierarchical names can be removed from 
memory to reduce memory consumption. Flattened design is also written to a file in 
Verilog format with simple names for pins, cells, gates, and primitives (using indices, 
such as N100, G200, etc.), so that the flattening does not have to be run for multiple 
times if test generation needs to be rerun, as long as the design is not modified. 
The second step is to parse the standard delay format (SDF) file of the design. The 
SDF file specifies pin-to-pin path delays for cells and interconnects. In most cases, both 
maximum and minimum delays are included. The SDF file can be parsed cell by cell, so 
the memory consumption is insignificant. However, the whole hierarchical-name-to-
index hash table must be read into memory to process hierarchical names in the SDF file. 
After the SDF file parsing is complete, the hash table can be removed from memory. 
Data structures that are used in the following steps can be set up at this point so that the 
peak memory usage can also be kept at a low level. In this work, the peak memory usage 
is about 1 KB per gate. An equivalent SDF file for the flattened design is saved. Because 
the new file does not contain any long hierarchical names, it can be processed faster in 
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future ATPG runs, without the hash table. 
The following three steps (Test sequence simulation, rule checking, and masking) are 
similar to the standard flow used in commercial tools. 
The sequence file (or procedure file) specifies test pin values under test mode, test 
setup clocking, pattern load/unload clocking, and other test configuration details. Scan 
pin flag file, which can also be included in the sequence file, specifies the functionality 
of each test pin, such as scan-in, scan-out, scan-enable, functional clock, test clock, etc. 
During test sequence simulation latches/flip-flops for clocking or testing are set to 
proper values, and every scan cell is identified (the scan chain it belongs to, position in 
the chain, inversion from scan-in and scan-out, etc.). 
The purpose of rule checking (or test structure verification) is to verify that scan cells 
work properly during shift and test launch/capture, according to the given test sequence. 
Because commercial tools can do the same job, tool only provides basic rule checking, 
to roughly verify that the flattened design and test sequence do not have errors. 
During the masking step, primary outputs and some scan cells are masked. For most 
designs, the destination scan cells of multi-cycle paths are masked. However, it has been 
observed that the transition fault coverage can be increased from 30.04% to 76.45% if 
the sources of multi-cycle paths are forced to X during ATPG, instead of masking the 
destinations. Masking is a tricky job for some designs. Circuits selected in this work do 
not have such problems. 
In the test generation phase, K longest paths through each potentially faulty line are 
generated, with K paths having rising transitions at the fault site and the other K having 
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falling transitions. The corresponding test patterns are also generated, with one pattern 
per path before compaction. Then the patterns are statically compacted and saved. 
The saved patterns need to go through re-simulation as a standard step in industry. 
During re-simulation, the hierarchical version of the design and SDF files are loaded into 
the simulator and any mismatches in scan-out data need to be masked. Then the patterns 
are rewritten in an industrial standard format such as the standard test interface language 
(STIL) format, and ready to be shipped to testers. 
4.3 Path Generation 
4.3.1 Preprocessing 
Before path generation, some topology information is collected to help guide the path 
generation process and trim the search space. In this work, a launch point (of a path) is 
an unmasked primary input or scan cell, and a capture point is an unmasked primary 
output or a scan cell. First, the min-max delay from each gate to any capture point is 
computed without considering any logic constraint (PERT delay or STA delay). A gate’s 
min-max PERT delay can be simply computed using its fan-out gates’ min-max PERT 
delays and the rising/falling buffer-to-buffer delays between gates. 
In addition to the PERT delays, the earliest and latest possible rising/falling transition 
times on the input and output lines for each gate are computed, assuming that a transition 
at any launch point can only occur at time zero. This procedure is similar to the PERT 
delay computation, with complexity linear in the circuit size. This information is useful 
under some sensitization criteria because transitions can occur only within the 
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earliest/latest range. 
4.3.2 Path Store 
To find the K longest testable paths through gate gi, a path store is established for 
path generation. In the path store, many partial paths, which may become the K longest 
testable paths through gate gi, are stored. A partial path is a path that originates from a 
launch point but has not reached a capture point. Figure 16 shows an example. The 
partial path starts from launch point g0, and ends at gate gi. At the beginning, the path 
store contains 2nLP partial paths, where nLP is the number of launch points. There are two 
partial paths from each launch point, representing a rising or falling transition at that 
launch point. Each partial path has only one node (a launch point) initially. A partial path 
grows when one more gate is added to it. When a partial path reaches a capture point, it 
becomes a complete path. 
 
g0 
gi
gj
gk
gr
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1
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Figure 16. A partial path and its esperance. 
A value called esperance [45] is associated with a partial path. The min-max 
esperance is the sum of the length of the partial path and the min-max PERT delay from 
its last node to a capture point. In other words, the max esperance of a partial path is the 
upper bound of its delay when it grows to a complete path, and the min esperance is the 
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lower bound if the complete path is testable. In Figure 16, suppose the length of the 
partial path g0…gi is 5, and the PERT delays between gate gi and capture points gr, gs, gt 
are 10, 8, 6, respectively. The min-max esperance of partial path g0…gi is 11/15. 
The partial paths are sorted by max esperance. Every time the path generator selects 
the partial path with the largest max esperance. Potentially this partial path will grow to 
a complete path with maximum delay. 
4.3.3 Algorithm 
Before the path generation for gate gi, all gates that are not in gate gi’s fan-in or fan-
out cone are identified because when a partial path grows, it is impossible for any of 
these gates to be added (otherwise the partial path has no chance to pass through gate gi). 
These gates are still useful because they are related to constraints, such as side input 
constraints of a gate on the path that is being searched. Figure 17 shows the search space. 
gi
Search space
Constraints from 
outside search space  
Figure 17. Search space for a path through a particular gate. 
Figure 18 is the algorithm of finding the K longest testable paths through gate gi. 
Each iteration of the path generation begins by popping the first partial path from the 
path store, which has the largest max esperance. The partial path is extended by adding a 
fan-out gate that contributes to the largest max esperance. For example, in Figure 19, the 
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partial path g0…gi is extended by adding gate gj because extending to gj could 
potentially keep the max esperance. If the partial path has more than one extendable fan-
out, it must be saved in another copy, and in the copy, the already tried fan-out must be 
marked “blocked” or “tried.” The esperance of the copy is then updated and the copy is 
pushed into the path store. For example (Figure 19), since gate gi has 2 fan-outs, and 
extending the partial path to gj may result in false paths later, the partial path g0…gi must 
be saved because extending it to gate gk may get a longer testable path. Because fan-out 
gj has been tried, in the copy the min-max esperance becomes 11/11. 
Pass justification?
K paths found? 
Delete the (partial) path
End
Y
StartPreprocessing 
Initialize the path store with 
primary inputs 
Pop the partial path with the 
largest max esperance 
Extend the partial path with 
one more gate 
Apply constraints and perform 
direct implications 
Conflict? Complete path? 
Apply false path 
elimination techniques 
Update the min-max 
esperance 
Insert in the (sorted) 
path store 
N
N
Y
Y
N 
N
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Figure 18. Path generation algorithm. 
After the partial path is extended (path g0…gigj in Figure 19) the constraints to 
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propagate the transition on the added gate (gj) are applied. Under the non-robust 
sensitization criterion [20], non-controlling final values on the side inputs are required. 
Under the robust sensitization criterion [44], in addition to non-controlling final values, 
the side inputs must remain non-controlling if the on-path input has a transition to the 
controlling value. Then direct implications are used to propagate the constraints 
throughout the circuit to prune non-solution search space. When a partial path reaches a 
capture point, it becomes complete path. Final justification is performed on it to find a 
vector pair. Direct implications and final justification will be discussed in detail in the 
following sections. 
g0 
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(a) Before extension 
+
(b) After extension  
Figure 19. Partial path extension. 
If the extended partial path is not a complete path, some false path elimination 
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techniques are applied to it, to more efficiently prevent the new partial path from 
becoming a false path. Then the min-max esperance of the partial path is updated and it 
is inserted into the path store. Since its max esperance may decrease and min esperance 
may increase after extension, it may not be inserted at the top of the path store. If this 
happens, in the next iteration another partial path will be selected for extension. For 
example (Figure 19), after extending partial path g0…gi to gate gj, the min-max 
esperance changes from 11/15 to 13/15. If path gj…gr is blocked, which means path g0… 
gr is a false path, after applying false path elimination techniques, the min-max 
esperance is 13/13. 
Because each partial path consumes memory, and the path store cannot have an 
infinite size, when the number of partial paths exceeds the path store size limit, some 
partial paths with low max esperance are removed from the path store. The maximum 
esperance of the removed partial paths is recorded. In the future, any partial path with 
max esperance below that value must be removed from the path store because it may not 
truly be one of the K longest testable paths. Therefore, it may happen that K paths have 
not been found when the path store is empty. However, since a partial path is represented 
as a sequence of gates, usually it consumes less than 1 KB memory. Thus, the path store 
can have a large number of partial paths so that in most cases the algorithm does not 
abort unless none of the structural paths through the gate is testable. 
The path generation iteration does not stop until the K longest testable paths through 
gate gi are found or the path store is empty. Since the K longest testable paths through 
different gates may overlap, every time a new path is generated, it must be checked to 
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see if it has already been generated during the path generation for another gate. 
4.3.4 Direct Implication 
A direct implication on a gate is one where an input or output of that gate can be 
directly determined from the other values assigned to that gate. Figure 20 shows some 
examples of direct implications on an AND gate. The values in boxes are implied from 
the existing values, which are not in boxes. Figure 20(a) is an example of forward 
implication, and (b)(c) are examples of backward implications. If a conflict happens 
during direct implications, the partial path is false. In other words, any path including 
this partial path is a false path. For example (Figure 19), if extending partial path g0…gi 
to gate gj results in a conflict (Figure 21 shows an example), both path g0…gr and g0…gs 
are determined to be false. Therefore, the partial path is deleted from the path store so 
that the whole search space that contains this partial path is trimmed off. Previous 
research has shown that most false paths can be eliminated by direct implications [45], 
and this is also observed in this work. 
X 
0 
0
1
1
1
1
0
0 
(a) (b) (c)  
Figure 20. Examples of direct implications. 
Direct implications can be performed on scan cells as well as regular gates to detect 
most local conflicts and eliminate sequential false paths. 
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Figure 21. Conflict after applying direct implications. 
If the launch-on-shift approach is used, the logic values on neighboring scan cells are 
dependent on each other. For example, in Figure 22, the logic value of cell A in the first 
vector is the same as that of cell B in the second vector. The relation between cell B and 
C is the same. Therefore, if there is a rising transition assigned to cell B, direct 
implications try to assign a logic 1 to cell A in the first vector and a logic 0 to cell C in 
the second vector, and propagate the new assignments throughout the circuit. If there are 
any conflicts, the partial path is a sequential false path under the launch-on-shift 
constraints. It is assumed that the scan chain design cannot be modified to reduce the 
dependence, such as inserting dummy cells between the scan cells. 
A 
scan-in
B 
C 
 
scan-out 
a a′
b b′
c c′
Combinational 
Circuit 
 
Figure 22. Direct implications on scan cells. 
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If the launch-on-capture approach is used, dependence exists between the two vectors. 
Even if the circuit has a pipeline structure, in which the two vectors are independent, the 
structure can also be seen as the general structure shown in Figure 22. The conversion is 
shown in Figure 23. Thus, the second vector is the output of the combinational circuit, 
derived from the first vector, excluding the primary input and output bits. In other words, 
V2=C(V1), where V1 and V2 are the two vectors and C is the logic of the combinational 
circuit. For example, if it is assumed that a testable path has a rising transition launching 
from cell A and a rising transition captured on cell B, in Figure 22, then for the first 
vector, output a′ must be a logic 1 (then it becomes the value for input a in the second 
vector); and for the second vector, input b must be a logic 0 because it is derived from 
the first vector. Then more direct implications can be performed from a′ and b. 
 
S1
S2C2C1 
S3S2S1 
C2 
C1 
S3
 
Figure 23. A pipeline structure. 
4.3.5 Final Justification 
If an extended partial path reaches a capture point, it becomes a complete path. In this 
case, a final justification process (a PODEM [83] style decision tree based justification 
algorithm) is performed on the path. One reason to do final justification is to find a test 
pattern that sensitizes this path. The other reason is to exclude the false paths that do not 
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have any direct implication conflict during the path growth procedure. Figure 24 shows 
an example [45]. Suppose both AND gates need their side inputs to be logic 1, and direct 
implications stop at the two OR gates because neither input must be logic 0 or 1, 
assuming the algorithm does not know the two inputs are tied together. This path does 
not fail direct implications but it is a false path. Since most false paths cannot pass the 
direct implications, it is not often that a complete path fails the final justification. 
1
1? ?
? ?
 
Figure 24. A path that passes direct implications but fails final justification. 
For sequential circuits, since the two vectors are dependent, whenever a decision (a 
logic value on any bit in either vector) is made at a primary input or scan cell, direct 
implications have to be performed to trim the search space. For the launch-on-shift 
approach, both vectors can be justified in this way. 
For the launch-on-capture approach, because the second vector is derived as the 
circuit response to the first vector, one time frame expansion is used. In Figure 25, both 
the circuit and scan chains are duplicated. The first vector V1 can be generated within 
one time frame, but since the second vector V2=C(V1′), the goal is to find a satisfying V1′. 
Because V1 and V1′ are identical excluding the “don’t care” bits, in the justification 
process there must be no conflicts between V1 and V1′, i.e. a bit is logic 1 in V1 but 0 in 
V1′ (it is consistent if one of them is a “don’t care”). Similarly, whenever a decision is 
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made on any bit in either vector, direct implications must be performed to keep the logic 
assignments on any line in the two identical circuits consistent. 
 
CC′
scan chainsV1V2V1′ 
 
Figure 25. Time frame expansion for final justification using launch-on-capture. 
4.4 Heuristics for False Path Elimination 
4.4.1 Forward Trimming 
When a partial path grows, in some cases after the constraints are applied and the 
direct implications are performed, the possibility to continue extending the partial path to 
capture points may be reduced. In the extreme case, there is no way to continue 
extending the partial path (completely blocked). 
Figure 26 shows an example where the path through the logic block cannot propagate 
to capture points [81]. In this example, the partial path has grown to the NAND gate gi, 
and the side input must be logic 1 if the single-path sensitization constraints [45] are 
considered. This value propagates forward through the inverter and becomes a 
controlling value on one of the inputs of the NAND gate gj. This condition prevents 
propagation from gate gi to gate gj through any paths within the logic block. With 
forward trimming, the entire logic block is trimmed off and the search process is guided 
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toward an unblocked path (the upper inverter) earlier. Without forward trimming, the 
search process might be much less efficient. Since the paths through the logic block are 
not blocked until the final gate gj, the search process may attempt to traverse through the 
logic block until it reaches gate gj and learn that the path is blocked. This may be done 
for each possible path through the logic block. 
gi 
1 
gj 
0
1 
Logic 
Block 
 
Figure 26. Application of forward trimming. 
During the circuit preprocessing the PERT delays are computed assuming no path is 
blocked. With the growth of a partial path, more and more information is known because 
more constraints are applied. Forward trimming recomputes the min-max PERT delay 
from the end of the partial path, based on the structure and the current value assignments. 
In this case, blocked extension choices are not considered in the computation and false 
paths can be eliminated earlier so that the search can be guided more accurately toward a 
testable path. If the search space is partially trimmed off, the partial path still has a 
chance to become a testable complete path, but its esperance may be reduced according 
to its PERT delay reduction. In the next iteration of path generation, a more promising 
partial path may be selected. 
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4.4.2 Smart-PERT Delay 
If the PERT delays are used, a local conflict in the unexplored search space is not 
detected until a partial path grows to that site, because the PERT delays are computed 
without considering any logic constraint. ISCAS85 circuit c6288 is a good example to 
show the inefficiency of this methodology. Path generation for this circuit has been 
known as a hard problem before the heuristic is developed [84]. 
ISCAS85 circuit c6288 is a 16×16 multiplier. Figure 27 [85] shows its structure. The 
circuit contains 240 adders, among which 16 are half adders, which are shaded in Figure 
27. P31...P0 are the 32-bit outputs. Each floating line, including P0, is fed by an AND 
gate, whose inputs are connected to two primary inputs. 
 P0
P2 
P15
P16P31P30
P1 
P14
 
Figure 27. Structure of ISCAS85 circuit c6288 16×16 multiplier. 
Figure 28(a)/(b) [85] shows the symbolic and schematic view of a full adder in c6288, 
respectively. The 15 top-row half adders in Figure 27 lack the Cin input. Each of them 
has two inverters at locations V in Figure 28(b). The single half adder in the bottom row 
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lacks the B input, and it has two inverters at locations W. 
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(a) Symbolic view 
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(b) Schematic view 
Figure 28. Full adder module in c6288. 
Table 5 shows the delays between all the input-output pairs in the full adder, 
assuming every gate has one unit delay and no sensitization constraint is considered. In 
other words, the numbers are the structural length between the input-output pairs. 
Table 5. Maximum delays between input-output pairs in a full adder. 
 A B Cin 
S 6 3 6 
Cout 5 2 5 
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The paths highlighted in Figure 29 are the longest structural paths in the circuit. 
These paths are all from primary input A15 or B0, to output P30. Each of these paths 
contains 124 gates, and must include the longest structural path from input A or Cin to 
output Cout in at least one adder. 
P30
A15 B0
 
Figure 29. Longest structural paths in c6288. 
However, there is no robust test for the longest structural paths from input Cin to 
output Cout in a full adder. Figure 31 shows the signal propagation and necessary 
assignments if a rising or falling transition is applied to input Cin. Similarly, the longest 
structural paths from input A to output Cout are not robustly testable either. Therefore, the 
5-gate paths from input A or Cin to output Cout are not robustly testable. However, the 4-
gate paths from input A or Cin to output Cout are robustly testable, if the first gate is 
bypassed. Figure 30 shows an example. 
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Figure 30. A longest robustly testable path through output Cout in a full adder. 
Thus, when a robustly testable path goes from input A or Cin to output Cout through a 
full adder or the half adder in the bottom row, its delay must be at least one gate less 
than that of a longest structural path. It can be seen from Figure 27 that this case must 
happen in one full adder and the half adder in the bottom row. Therefore, the delay of a 
longest robustly testable path is at least two gates less than that of a longest structural 
path, which contains 124 gates. With similar analysis, the delay of a longest non-
robustly testable path is at least one gate less than that of a longest structural path. The 
reason is, if the path goes through a longest structural path from A or Cin to Cout in a full 
adder, there must be a glitch at Cout, according to Figure 31. This glitch cannot propagate 
through the longest structural paths from input A or Cin to output Cout in the half adder in 
the bottom row. Therefore, the non-robustly testable path must bypass one gate before it 
reaches the half adder, or bypass one gate in the half adder. Then a glitch can be 
generated at the output Cout of the half adder and propagated to the primary output P30, 
without bypassing any more gates. 
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(a) A rising transition at Cin 
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(b) A falling transition at Cin 
Figure 31. Longest structural paths through output Cout in a full adder. 
The reason why traditional path generators fail on c6288 is that all the longest 
structural paths, which have 124 gates, are not testable. Because of the reconvergence 
within the adder modules (local reconvergence) and in the adder network (global 
reconvergence), the number of longest structural paths is exponential in the number of 
gates. For example, in an adder network shown in Figure 32, there are n full adders and 
the output S of the ith adder is connected to the input A of the (i+1)th adder (0<i<n). The 
dotted curves represent the four reconverged longest structural paths between input A 
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and output Cout within an adder. In this network, there are 22n longest structural paths, 
which have equal length, from the input A1 to the output Sn. If they are all false paths, to 
prove so many longest structural paths are untestable consumes too much CPU time for 
traditional path generators. 
A1 S1 A2 S2 An Sn 
 
Figure 32. An adder network example. 
The path generator used in previous research [81] is able to find the global longest 
testable path in c6288. The reason is that it uses a dynamic dominator heuristic [86]. 
This tool grows paths from primary inputs. It can be seen in Figure 33 that when a path 
reaches line H it must go through line L, and when it reaches line P it must go through 
line S, assuming the path attempts to extend to the farthest primary output from that 
point. It is said that line L dynamically dominates line H and line S dynamically 
dominates line P. Therefore, if the path is blocked somewhere and the conflict is 
irrelevant to the decision of going through the upper NOR gate or the lower NOR gate, 
all the paths through the series of dynamic dominators can be proven untestable. 
However, the limitation of this heuristic is that it only solves the problem of 
exponential number of paths due to the local reconvergence within an adder. It does not 
solve the problem due to the global reconvergence in the adder network. Fortunately, as 
shown in Figure 29, there is not much global reconvergence which causes backtracks, 
before a global longest testable path is generated. This assumes the local reconvergence 
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problem is solved, so that there are few backtracks within an adder. 
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Figure 33. Dynamic dominators in a full adder. 
Without the smart-PERT heuristic, the global reconvergence problem is much worse 
if longest testable paths through some gates/adders in c6288, e.g. the black one in Figure 
34, are required. The longest structural paths are highlighted in Figure 34. As discussed 
above, whenever a robustly testable path passes from the input A or Cin to the output Cout 
in an adder, it must bypass at least one gate. So the delay of a longest robustly testable 
path through a particular adder is several gates less than that of a longest structural path 
through this adder, depending on which column the adder is located in. For example, a 
longest robustly testable path through the black adder in Figure 34 should bypass at least 
six gates. This results in more false paths that are longer than the longest testable paths. 
The smart-PERT heuristic is able to exclude untestable subpaths due to local conflicts 
caused by both local and global reconvergence when computing the PERT delay for a 
gate. The new values are called Smart-PERT delays, or S-PERT. For simplicity, only 
maximum PERT and S-PERT delays are discussed. Because some untestable subpaths 
are not included in the S-PERT computation, a gate’s S-PERT delay is always less than 
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or equal to its PERT delay. Moreover, compared to the PERT delay, the S-PERT delay 
is closer to the delay of the longest testable path from that gate to a capture point. 
P30
A11 B0
 
Figure 34. Longest structural paths through a particular adder. 
A gate’s PERT delay can be computed using its fan-out gates’ PERT delays. If the 
unit delay model is used, PERT(gi) = max {PERT(gj) | gj is a fan-out gate of gi} + 1. 
Figure 35(a) shows an example, assuming PERT(g3) = 8 and PERT(g4) = 6 are known. 
In this example, PERT(g0) = 10 is computed using PERT(g1) and PERT(g2). 
When S-PERT(gi) is computed, a user-defined variable S-PERT depth is used. If the 
S-PERT depth is set to d, then S-PERT(gi) is computed using S-PERT(gj) where gj is d 
gates from gi in gi’s fan-out tree. For example, in Figure 35(b), if d is set to 2, then S-
PERT(g0) is computed using S-PERT(g3) and S-PERT(g4). 
The heuristic works as follows. Suppose S-PERT(gi) is being computed. G = {gj | gj is 
d gates from gi in gi’s fan-out tree}, and G is sorted by S-PERT(gj) in decreasing order. 
The heuristic pops the first gate gj in G and attempts to propagate a transition from gate 
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gi to gate gj. If there is no conflict (the transition successfully reaches gate gj, with all the 
constraints applied), S-PERT(gi) is set to S-PERT(gj) + d. Otherwise, it pops the second 
gate in G and repeats the same procedure. In Figure 35(b), for example, at first the 
heuristic tries to propagate a transition from gate g0 to gate g3, but finds it is impossible 
to set the side inputs of gates g1 and g3 both to non-controlling values. Then it tries gate 
g4 and does not meet any conflict. So S-PERT(g0) is 8. It is obvious that increasing the 
S-PERT depth can make the S-PERT delays closer to the delay of the longest testable 
path from that gate to a capture point, but its cost increases exponentially. Therefore, 
there must be some trade-off. 
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Figure 35. Computation of PERT delay and S-PERT delay. 
Since most conflicts are local, with S-PERT delays, the path generation is well guided 
to a testable path, with many fewer conflicts, because most of the non-solution space is 
trimmed off during the preprocessing phase. 
The usefulness of this technique is highly dependent on the structure of the circuit. 
The most benefit would be derived from a path with d gates, each of which has fan-out f 
and each fan-out reconverges at a later gate (Figure 36), such as circuit c6288. This 
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results in f d possible paths that must be traversed. The worst case is that all of them are 
false paths but conflicts do not occur until the partial path grows very long. With the use 
of S-PERT delays, the path generation extends to a shorter structural path P2 (Figure 36) 
because it has larger esperance, and the traversal of all the false paths with equal length 
from gate g1 to gate g4 is avoided. As the experimental results show, this technique helps 
exclude most false paths in circuit c6288. 
 conflict
Path extension direction
g4g3g2g1 
P1 P2
 
Figure 36. A circuit with an exponential number of false paths. 
4.4.3 Seven-Value Algebra 
If the circuit is not full scan, the non-scanned cells may or may not be initialized after 
the first vector is scanned in. Logic simulation of the test setup sequence and scan 
procedure is done before the ATPG is performed, to identify such cells, as shown in 
Figure 15. Industrial designs also contain embedded memories, whose values cannot be 
easily initialized during the test for the logic. Extensive research [87][88] has been done 
to solve the initialization problem. However, there may still be many non-scanned cells 
that cannot be initialized. These bits are considered “uncontrollable” in the test 
generation. In commercial tools, embedded memories are usually considered “black-
boxes” as well. 
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The algebra used in this work includes seven values: logic 0/1, x 
(unknown/unassigned), u (uncontrollable), 0/u (0 or uncontrollable), 1/u (1 or 
uncontrollable) and x/u (unknown or uncontrollable). At the beginning of test generation, 
the lines from the non-scanned cells are u and all the other lines are x. Both u and x have 
“don’t know” values but x may be assigned a value in the test generation process 
(assuming controllable). Figure 37 shows the truth table of a 2-input AND gate. For 
example, if one input is x and the other is u, the output is 0/u because if the input with x 
is assigned a logic 0 the output becomes 0, but if this input is assigned a logic 1 the 
output becomes uncontrollable. Before the test generation, logic simulation is performed 
throughout the circuit to reduce the number of x’s. Figure 38 shows two examples, 
assuming M1 is a non-scanned cell and M2 is a scan cell. The logic values assigned by 
simulation are shown. If the conventional 3-value algebra is used, all the lines are 
assigned x’s. 
 
 0 1 x u 0/u 1/u x/u
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 x u 0/u 1/u u 
x 0 x x 0/u 0/u x/u x/u
u 0 u 0/u u 0/u u 0/u
0/u 0 0/u 0/u 0/u 0/u 0/u 0/u
1/u 0 1/u x/u u 0/u 1/u x/u
x/u 0 u x/u 0/u 0/u x/u x/u
Figure 37. Truth table of an AND gate using 7-value algebra. 
Using this 7-value algebra significantly speeds up the test generation, because it 
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divides unknown values into controllable and uncontrollable categories. In the example 
shown in Figure 38(a), since the logic value on line n3 can never be a logic 1, all the 
paths through line n4 are false. Thus, the test generation stops growing partial paths at 
line n4 and all the gates in the fan-out cone of line n4 are pruned. If the conventional 3-
value algebra is used, the test generation may have to generate all the paths through line 
n4 and find there is no test for any of them. Moreover, by looking at the logic values on 
line n5, it can be learned that it is impossible to intentionally make a transition on this 
line, because logic 1 is not achievable, therefore both slow-to-rise and slow-to-fall faults 
on this line are untestable. Since all the paths through line n4 must contain line n5, it can 
also be known that both delay faults on line n4 are untestable. In summary, many faults 
can be proven untestable by simple analysis, before the test generation is performed, and 
non-solution search space is more efficiently pruned during the test generation. 
g1 
M1 
g2 M2 n2
n1
n3
n4
n5
u
x
0/u
x
0/u
(a)
g2
g1 
M1 
M2 n2
n1
n3
n4
n5
u
x
0/u
x
x/u
(b)  
Figure 38. Application of 7-value algebra. 
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Figure 38(b) shows another example. When a partial path reaches gate g2, the value of 
the second vector on side input n3 is set to logic 0 (non-controlling value, for both robust 
and non-robust test requirement). Then direct implications are performed backward. The 
value of the second vector on line n2 is set to logic 0 and further direct implications for 
the first vector can be performed from M2. Thus, conflicts can be found earlier. If the 
conventional 3-value logic is used, direct implications stop at gate g1. Some conflicts 
may be hidden. 
4.4.4 Relations of Gates 
There are tight relations among long testable paths through different gates because a 
long testable path through a gate is possibly a long testable path through another gate. 
Some rules in previous research [43] are extended in this work and they are very easy to 
apply to the path generation algorithm. 
Each gate in the circuit has two arrays: Lub[1…K] and Llb[1…K], which indicate the 
upper and lower bounds of the lengths of the K longest testable paths through this gate. 
The two arrays are sorted. Initially the values in Lub[1…K] are all set to the length of the 
longest structural path through the gate, and the values in Llb[1…K] are all 0. 
When the K longest testable paths are found for gate gi, Lub[1…K] and Llb[1…K] for 
gate gi are updated and both of them are set to the actual lengths of the K longest testable 
paths. Suppose a newly found path for gate gi also contains gate gj, which means this 
path passes through both gates gi and gj. If the length of this path is greater than that of a 
previously found path for gate gj, Llb[1…K] for gate gj is updated by inserting a link to 
the newly found path and deleting the link to the shortest path found. This process may 
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increase the values in Llb[1…K] for all the gates contained in the newly found path. 
Figure 39 shows an example. Assuming K=3, at some point Llb[1…3] for gate gj is 
{22,18,15}, which means the lengths of the 3 longest paths through gj found by the path 
generator are at least 22, 18 and 15. Suppose the length of a newly found path for gate gi 
is 20. Then Llb[1…3] for gate gj is updated to {22,20,18}. 
gi 
gj
gj : Llb[1…3] = {22,18,15}→{22,20,18} 
A newly found path (for gi, with length 20)
Primary 
input 
Primary 
output 
 
Figure 39. Updating the lower bound of path lengths. 
On the other hand, the values in Lub[1…K] for some gates decrease when a new path 
is found. Suppose gate gi has f fan-in gates, and ∪faninLub[1…K] indicates the union of 
the Lub[1…K] arrays of its fan-in gates and it is sorted in decreasing order. The upper 
bound of the lengths of the K longest testable paths through gate gi cannot exceed the 
first K values in ∪faninLub[1…K], because all the paths through gate gi must also pass 
through one of its fan-in gates. Figure 40 shows an example. Assuming K=3, and gate gi 
has two fan-in gates, with Lub[1…3]={17,16,11} and {20,18,12}. Then the values in 
Lub[1…3] for gi must be no more than {20,18,17}. The same analysis can be performed 
using the fan-out gates or absolute dominators [81] of gate gi. 
As more paths are found, the values in Lub[1…K] and Llb[1…K] for gate gi, for which 
the path generation has not been performed, get closer. If they are close enough, say the 
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difference is less than 1%, it can be assumed that the K longest testable paths for gate gi 
have been found so that the path generation for it can be skipped. Many gates can be 
skipped if a unit delay model is used [43]. 
 
gi 
 
Lub[1…3] = {20,18,12}
Lub[1…3] = {17,16,11}
Lub[1…3] ≤ {20,18,17} 
 
Figure 40. Updating the upper bound of path lengths. 
If gate gi cannot avoid path generation, during its path generation process, if the max 
esperance of the partial path being processed is less than its Llb[v] (1<v≤K) value, then 
the first v paths already found for gate gi are proved to be the v longest paths through gi, 
because the partial paths in the path store have no chance to grow to a complete path 
with larger length. So Lub[u] (u=1,…,v) are updated accordingly (set to Llb[u]). On the 
other hand, when the vth longest path through gate gi is being searched, and the min 
esperance of a partial path is greater than Lub[v], the partial path can be immediately 
deleted, because when it becomes a complete path, it either is a false path or has already 
been found. 
The Lub[1] values of other gates can also be taken advantage of during the path 
generation process for gate gi. Suppose a partial path grows to gate gj. If the max 
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esperance of the partial path is greater than the Lub[1] value for gate gj, it must be 
reduced to Lub[1] for gate gj, because it is impossible for this partial path to grow to a 
complete path with length greater than Lub[1] for gate gj, otherwise this path would also 
be a testable path through gate gj, which invalidates Lub[1] for gate gj. When the partial 
path continues to grow, its min esperance may increase, and if it becomes larger than its 
max esperance, the partial path is deleted because it must eventually grow to a false path. 
4.4.5 Global Longest Path Generation 
Global longest paths (or critical paths) are the longest paths throughout the circuit, 
regardless of which gates they pass through. The global longest path generation 
algorithm is a slight modification to the path generation algorithm for a particular gate 
(Figure 18). If no gate is eliminated from being added to a partial path (gates that are not 
in gate gi’s fan-in and fan-out cones are eliminated for the path generation for gate gi), 
the complete paths generated from the path generation are the global longest paths. 
The advantage of finding the global longest paths is that if there are p global longest 
paths covering gate gi, these paths must be the p longest paths through gi. Therefore, at 
the beginning, the global longest path generation can cover many gates. For comparison, 
if no global longest path generation were performed, gate gi would also get some 
potential longest path through it during the path generation process for other gates, but in 
most cases, they would not be “verified” until the path generation for gate gi is 
performed. 
However, as the global longest path generation finds more paths, the possibility that 
more gates are covered falls. The worst case is that almost all the global long paths only 
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pass through a very small subset of the gates. Therefore, at the beginning, the global 
longest path generation is useful, but after a certain number of paths, it is necessary to 
apply the path generation aiming at individual gates. 
In this work, a 2-phase strategy is used: Run the global longest path generation until 
no more gates benefit. Then run the path generation for individual gates that are not fully 
covered during the global path generation. 
The benefits from the global longest path generation are not only that it drops some 
gates from the individual path generation; it also speeds up the individual path 
generation for the gates that are not dropped. Suppose the length of the last generated 
global longest path is L. During the individual path generation, all the partial paths with 
min esperance greater than L can be removed because all the testable paths whose length 
is greater than L have already been generated. This technique is especially useful when a 
circuit contains many long false paths. 
4.5 Experimental Results 
The KLPG tool has been implemented in Visual C++ and run on Windows 2000 with 
a 2.6 GHz Pentium 4 processor and 2 GB memory. Buffer-to-buffer nominal delays are 
extracted from circuit layouts and used in the experiments. 
4.5.1 Effectiveness of Heuristics 
To quantify the effectiveness of the false path elimination heuristics, some of them 
are turned off during experiments on ISCAS85 and combinational ISCAS89 circuits. 
Table 6 shows the CPU time, assuming K=3 and the robust sensitization criterion is used. 
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Table 6. Effectiveness of false path elimination techniques (K=3, robust). 
CPU Time (m:s) 
Circuit 
No FT No SP No R&G All Used 
c1908 2:25 0:23 0:36 0:25 
c2670 0:21 1:07 0:43 0:13 
c3540 3:49 0:57 1:45 0:58 
c5315 0:37 0:26 0:46 0:26 
c6288 58:13 × 62:38 38:10
c7552 1:21 0:55 1:42 0:59 
c9234 1:48 1:11 5:04 1:17 
c13207 2:24 2:49 4:13 1:52 
c15850 3:12 2:33 6:25 2:39 
c38417 8:20 6:35 15:26 6:43 
c38584 14:31 10:42 20:09 10:49
“×” means the path generation did not finish within 12 hours. 
The results assuming the forward trimming (FT) or smart-PERT (SP) technique is not 
used are listed in columns 2 and 3. Column 4 lists the CPU time if neither the relations 
of gates nor the global longest path generation (R&G) is used. Column 5 is the CPU time 
if all the techniques are used. It can be seen that the forward trimming technique 
significantly reduces the CPU time; the smart-PERT technique is not very useful for 
most circuits, and using it sometimes results in slightly longer CPU time, but it 
significantly helps circuits c2670 and c6288. The reason is because in most cases, the 
local conflicts do not cause an exponential number of false paths and these local 
conflicts can be efficiently removed by forward trimming. Moreover, for most circuits 
the cost of using the smart-PERT technique is greater than the benefits, while for circuits 
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with many reconvergences and long untestable paths, such as circuits c2670 and c6288, 
applying this technique results in huge benefits. Without it, circuit c6288 cannot even 
finish path generation in a reasonable time (12 hours). 
If neither the relations of gates technique nor the global longest path generation 
(R&G) is used, the path generation slows down significantly for some circuits. However, 
if only one of the techniques is not used, only a 5-10% slowdown is observed. This 
phenomenon indicates that the benefits from the two techniques greatly overlap for most 
circuits. It has been observed that in circuits c2670 and c6288 most global long structural 
paths are untestable. If the global longest path generation is applied, these untestable 
paths are recognized, and during the path generation for a particular gate, none of these 
paths need to be recognized again. Similarly, if the relations of gates are applied, these 
long untestable paths are also recognized only once. For a short untestable path p, the 
effects are limited because this path may be a long path through gate gi, assuming all the 
paths through gate gi are short paths, but it is not likely to be a long path through another 
gate gj. Thus, during the path generation for gate gj, it is very possible that the K longest 
testable paths through it have already been found before considering path p. Therefore, 
the more untestable global long paths, the more benefits from applying the two 
techniques. 
Another interesting phenomenon is that the forward trimming technique is more 
efficient for the ISCAS85 circuits while the relations of gates technique and the global 
longest path generation (R&G) are more efficient for the ISCAS89 circuits. The reason 
is that in most ISCAS89 circuits more than half of the gates are inverters and buffers. 
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Since these gates have only one input, no path is blocked if a logic value is assigned to 
their inputs. Thus, the efficiency of the forward trimming technique decreases. However, 
the efficiency of the R&G increases because the inverters and buffers have only one fan-
in gate. If the K longest testable paths have been found for the only fan-in gate and all 
these paths go through the inverter or buffer, which is very likely, then the path 
generation for this inverter or buffer can be skipped. 
From the analysis, it can be concluded that the forward trimming and smart-PERT 
techniques reduce the search space and guide the path generation more accurately to 
generate a testable path, while the relations of gates and the global longest path 
generation mainly help avoid repeated work. 
The effectiveness of the 7-value algebra has been observed on industrial designs with 
partial scan. As these circuits are large (500 K – 1 M gates), test generation cannot be 
done within a reasonable time (e.g. 1 week) without the 7-value algebra. It has been 
observed that for some gates in these circuits, CPU time increases exponentially by 
turning off this heuristic. However, the 7-value algebra does not help ISCAS85 and 
ISCAS89 circuits because there are no uncontrollable lines in these circuits. 
4.5.2 CPU Time vs. K 
Table 7 shows the CPU time when K increases. It can be seen that the CPU time is 
approximately linear in K, and it increases much more slowly than K. For circuit c7552, 
for example, there are 2 319 paths generated when K=1 and 19 888 paths when K=10. 
The number of generated paths when K=10 is more than 8 times that of K=1, but the 
CPU time increases less than 72%. The reason is that when the first longest path through 
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a gate is generated, in the path store there are many partial paths almost reaching a 
capture point. Therefore, the cost of generating more paths is small. Large K values, 
such as 500, have been tried and it is observed that the CPU time is still linear in K. 
However, in practice K would not be that large because the test set would be too large. 
Table 7. CPU time vs. K (robust). 
CPU Time (m:s) 
Circuit 
K=1 K=5 K=10
c1908   0:23   0:26   0:28
c2670   0:12   0:14   0:16
c3540   0:49   1:06   1:28
c5315   0:23   0:29   0:36
c6288 31:33 40:33 45:04
c7552   0:49   1:06   1:24
c9234   1:09   1:29   1:45
c13207   1:36   2:21   3:19
c15850   2:15   3:17   4:15
c38417   5:52   7:48   9:47
c38584   8:01 13:16 16:44
 
4.5.3 Robust Test for Sequential Circuits 
Table 8 shows the information of the sequential circuits used in the experiments. It is 
assumed that at each fault site there are slow-to-rise and slow-to-fall delay faults. The 
number of faults is twice the number of lines in a circuit, and the same as the number of 
transition faults. Column 3 shows the upper bound of detectable faults. This number is 
less than the total number of faults, because it is also assumed that the primary inputs 
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cannot change their logic values, and the primary outputs are masked (not observed), due 
to the constraints from low-cost ATEs. Therefore, no transition can happen at some of 
the fault sites and some transitions are not observable. Columns 4 and 5 show the 
number of primary inputs and scan cells for each circuit. Control signals, such as clock 
and scan enable, are added into the standard ISCAS89 circuits, as primary inputs. It is 
assumed that the ISCAS89 circuits are full scan and there is only one scan chain for each 
circuit, in random order. The industrial design controller1 contains 4 scan chains and 
controller2 contains 16 scan chains. Both designs are partial scan. There are 38 non-
scanned cells in controller1 and 5 557 in controller2. 
Table 8. Summary of sequential circuits used in ATPG experiments. 
Circuit # Lines 
UB # 
Detectable 
Faults 
# Primary 
Inputs # Scan Cells 
s1423      1 423        2 420   20        74 
s1488      1 488        1 310   11          6 
s1494      1 494        1 324   11          6 
s5378      5 378        7 564   38      179 
s9234      9 234      16 166   39      211 
s13207    13 207      22 886   65      638 
s15850    15 850      24 338   80      534 
s35932    35 932      59 246   38   1 728 
s38417    38 417      74 926   31   1 636 
s38584    38 584      59 454   41   1 426 
controller1    86 612    130 692   38   3 503 
controller2 1 966 204 1 815 222 201 57 352 
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Table 9. Summary of robust test generation for sequential circuits. 
Launch-on-Capture Launch-on-Shift 
Circuit # Paths 
Generated 
# Test 
Patterns
CPU 
Time 
(m:s) 
# Paths 
Generated
# Test 
Patterns 
CPU 
Time 
(m:s) 
s1423        395     215     0:13        666      191     0:07 
s1488        192       87     0:01        206        81     0:01 
s1494        193       85     0:02        204        79     0:01 
s5378     1 799     406     0:07     1 110        94     0:04 
s9234     2 376     790     3:59     3 608      681     2:52 
s13207     3 220     909     2:25     6 469   1 635     1:03 
s15850     2 637     472     2:35     5 828      645     1:08 
s35932     9 762       36   14:31   12 194        44     8:15 
s38417   14 905     949   14:21   17 554      655     2:46 
s38584     9 723     526   11:20   21 047      679     4:28 
controller1   12 275   2 275 130:10   19 626      657 102:41 
controller2 493 779 70 670 132 hrs* 714 116 43 289 57 hrs 
*A commercial ATPG tool took >48 hours for transition fault test generation using 
launch-on-capture for controller2. 
Table 9 shows the results for generating the longest robustly-testable path for each 
fault, under the launch-on-capture and launch-on-shift constraints. Columns 2-4 show 
the results for the launch-on-capture approach and columns 5-7 for the launch-on-shift 
approach. Columns 2 and 5 show the number of paths generated by the ATPG. Before 
test compaction, each generated path has a test pattern. The number of patterns after 
compaction is shown in columns 3 and 6. The test patterns are compacted by a simple 
greedy static compaction algorithm, in which each new pattern is combined with the first 
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compatible existing pattern. Columns 4 and 7 show the CPU time. It can be seen that 
dealing with uncontrollable signals from non-scanned cells and embedded memories 
significantly increases the CPU time. 
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Figure 41. Comparison of robust test fault coverage. 
Figure 41 shows the robust test fault coverage (percentage of faults which have at 
least one path robustly tested) using the launch-on-capture or launch-on-shift approach 
only, or both. The data in column 3 in Table 8 is used as the total number of detectable 
faults. For most circuits, the launch-on-shift approach can detect more faults robustly 
than the launch-on-capture approach, except for circuit s5378, in which the launch-on-
capture approach does better. The fault coverage assuming combinational enhanced-scan 
is shown for comparison. In combinational enhanced-scan, two independent vectors can 
be stored in scan chains, so the fault coverage for this method is an upper bound. Again, 
in this mode it is assumed that the primary inputs hold their logic values from the first 
vector to the second vector, and the primary outputs are masked. Thus, the coverage loss 
is purely due to the launch-on-capture and launch-on-shift constraints and uncontrollable 
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values. Although the faults that the launch-on-capture approach cannot detect must be 
sequentially redundant in functional mode, the test patterns are still useful because these 
sequentially redundant faults may cause reliability problems. 
 
Figure 42. Path length comparison using LOC and LOS. 
Figure 42 is the comparison for robustly testable path length using the launch-on-
capture and launch-on-shift approaches, for circuit s15850. The faults are indexed so that 
the length of the longest testable path for each fault, under the launch-on-capture 
constraints, is in increasing order. The longest robustly testable path for each fault 
assuming combinational enhanced-scan is also generated for comparison. Because the 
primary inputs hold and the primary outputs are masked, some faults have no coverage 
even if the circuit uses combinational enhanced-scan. For most faults, the maximum path 
length using the launch-on-shift approach is close to the upper bound, but this is not true 
for the launch-on-capture approach. All the other circuits have similar plots except for 
circuit s5378. This phenomenon indicates that the constraints from the launch-on-capture 
approach are stronger than the constraints from the launch-on-shift approach for most 
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circuits. 
4.5.4 Comparison to Transition Fault Tests 
As not all transition faults can be tested through a robust or non-robust path, to make 
KLPG and transition fault test comparable, a test set is constructed as follows: 
If a fault (slow-to-rise or slow-to-fall) has robustly testable paths, the longest one is 
selected, because the delay fault can always be detected regardless of the delay of the 
other gates or interconnects in the circuit, though this may not be the longest sensitizable 
path. The results for robust tests are shown in the previous section. 
If a fault does not have a robust test, the longest restricted non-robustly testable path 
is selected, if it exists. The path selection has the following restrictions: 
1. The path must be non-robustly testable [20]; 
2. It must have the required transition at the fault site; 
3. The local delay fault must be detected at some capture points, if there is no other 
delay fault. 
In short, if a test is a restricted non-robust test for a fault, it must also be a transition 
fault test. 
For example, path n1-n2-n3-n5 is a non-robustly testable path in Figure 43. It is a valid 
non-robust test for line n2 and n3. However, it is not a valid non-robust test for line n5 
because the glitch (or transition) may not happen if the delay of path n1-n4 is greater than 
the delay of path n1-n2-n3 (violation of restriction 2). Similarly, it is not a valid non-
robust test for line n1 because the slow-to-rise fault may not be detected even if there are 
no other delay faults (violation of restriction 3). 
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Figure 43. Restricted non-robust test in KLPG. 
If a fault does not have a non-robust test, a transition fault test that can detect a small 
local delay fault is generated. In other words, this test has higher quality than the 
traditional transition fault test because the traditional one assumes large local delay and 
propagates the fault through any path (usually a short path). In test generation, this case 
usually happens when the local delay fault can only be activated or propagated through 
multiple paths, such as the slow-to-fall fault on line n2 in Figure 44. The test quality is 
determined by the length of the shortest paths in the activating or propagating path set. 
The longer the shortest path is, the smaller the local delay fault that can be detected. The 
tool does not guarantee that the best transition fault test is generated, in terms of the 
detected local delay fault size, but the test should be better than the traditional transition 
fault test. If no high quality test can be found, a transition fault test is generated. This 
happens for less than 0.05% of the faults in the ISCAS89 test cases. 
M1  M2 
n2 n1 n3
 
Figure 44. Top-off transition fault test in KLPG. 
To keep the test size comparable, K is set to one in this experiment, and the resulting 
test set is termed a KLPG-1 test set. The KLPG-1 test set is composed of these three 
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types of path delay fault tests, as shown in Figure 45. It has the same transition fault 
coverage as the commercial transition fault test set, but has higher quality, in terms of 
the detected delay fault size. 
 
Robust test 
Non-robust test
Transition fault test  
Figure 45. Test composition of KLPG. 
Table 10 shows the comparison of test set size, or test volume (number of test 
patterns) between KLPG-1 test sets and the commercial transition fault test sets, using 
the launch-on-capture approach. Columns 2-4 show the number of statically compacted 
robust/non-robust/ transition fault test patterns in KLPG-1 test sets. Column 5 shows the 
total number of compacted KLPG-1 patterns. If longest paths are not required, some 
KLPG-1 patterns can be dropped but the transition fault coverage remains the same. 
Column 6 shows the number of transition fault effective patterns, which detect unique 
transition faults, out of the KLPG-1 test sets. The number of transition fault test patterns 
generated and dynamically compacted by the commercial tool is listed in column 7. 
For most circuits, the KLPG-1 test sets are 2-3x larger than the commercial transition 
fault test sets. The KLPG-1 test set for circuit s35932 is smaller, but the KLPG-1 test set 
for controller2 is significantly larger. On the other hand, for controller2, the number of 
patterns that have unique transition fault detection is not much larger than the 
commercial transition fault test set. This phenomenon indicates that many transition 
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faults in controller2 are easy-to-detect but testing them through the longest paths results 
in many more necessary assignments and lower compaction rate. This is likely because 
the average path contains 40 gates. 
Table 10. Comparison of test size KLPG-1 vs. TF (LOC). 
Circuit Robust Non-Robust
Tran-
sition Total 
Effect-
ive 
Comm-
ercial 
s1423      215      35     12      262      208        95 
s1488        87      40       2      129      119      102 
s1494        85      41       2      128      116      101 
s5378      406        2       2      410      341      194 
s9234      790      69       6      865      697      465 
s13207      909      32   117   1 058      612      382 
s15850      472      31       4      507      397      231 
s35932        36        3       1        39        37        68 
s38417      949       51       1   1 001      724      365 
s38584      526    443     50   1 019      945      528 
controller1   2 275    825   311   3 411   2 600   1 900 
controller2 70 670 1 856 4 025 76 551 16 284 11 702 
 
Figure 46 shows the robust/non-robust/transition fault coverage of the KLPG-1 test 
sets, using launch-on-capture. For example, for circuit s1423, 60.66% of the faults are 
robustly tested, and 19.01% of the faults are non-robustly only tested. If the launch-on-
shift or combinational enhanced-scan approach is used, adding a few transition fault test 
patterns to the robust test sets results in the same transition fault coverage as the 
commercial transition fault test sets, for most ISCAS89 circuits. However, this is not 
true for the launch-on-capture approach. The strong constraints from this approach 
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prevent many faults from having robustly testable paths. For the industrial designs 
controller1 and controller2, robustly detected faults are even fewer due to the constraints 
from non-scanned cells. Figure 46 shows that many more faults are only non-robustly 
detected or can only be detected through multiple paths (detected by the transition fault 
test only). For example, in circuit s5378, 354 faults are non-robustly detected but not 
robustly detected. The number of non-robust test patterns included in the test set is two. 
This does not indicate that these two test patterns detect the 354 faults, because the 460 
robust test patterns also non-robustly detect some other faults by luck. Thus, the two 
non-robust test patterns for this circuit can be seen as a cleanup phase. 
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Figure 46. Robust/non-robust/transition fault coverage of KLPG-1 test (LOC). 
Although KLPG-1 test has higher quality, in some cases a larger test set is not 
affordable. Then trade-offs between test quality and test size are necessary in 
compaction. 
Two factors affect the test quality. One is the number of transition faults that are 
covered by the test set. The other is the path delay through the transition fault sites. For a 
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fault that has long sensitizable paths, testing a short path is not able to detect a small 
delay fault. Therefore, a long path whose delay is close to the longest sensitizable path 
through the fault must be tested. The patterns that test long paths are “must keep” 
patterns. For a fault that has only short paths, relative to the critical paths, the coverage 
loss can be neglected if one path, not necessarily the longest one, is tested. The reason is 
that the probability of a delay fault large enough to cause the longest short path to fail 
but small enough to cause the short path to pass is small. Thus, for these faults, transition 
fault tests are good enough if a small test size is required. Given a maximum test set size, 
first the “must keep” patterns, which test long paths, are selected. Then the remaining 
patterns are selected based on the number of faults they detect. Most of the remaining 
transition faults can be detected by randomly filling the don’t care bits in the selected 
patterns. 
If the test size is fixed at 6 000 for circuit controller2, and all the paths whose delay 
exceeds 85% of the longest sensitizable path are kept, 3.02% of the non-redundant 
transition faults are not detected, assuming the commercial tool detects all non-
redundant transition faults. This indicates that the transition fault coverage curve must 
have a long tail. The average care bit density of the compacted test set is 10.2% before 
randomly filling. Experiments show that if more long paths (with delay >75% of the 
longest sensitizable path) are kept, 3.05% of the non-redundant transition faults become 
undetected (an additional 0.03%). Trade-offs between transition fault coverage and path 
delays can be made accordingly. 
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4.5.5 Test Generation for Resistive Shorts 
Simulation results have shown that the detection probability of resistive shorts using 
KLPG-1 test is high, though KLPG-1 does not explicitly target resistive shorts. The 
reason can be found in the following analysis. There are two key factors in detecting a 
delay fault caused by a resistive short. 
1. Sensitization: There must be a transition on one of the shorted lines (victim) and 
an opposite logic value on the other shorted line (aggressor) to slow down the transition. 
2. Observation: The slow transition must propagate through one of the longest paths 
of the victim line to have high fault coverage [69]. 
0 
(a) 
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(d)  
Figure 47. Test generation for resistive shorts. 
Fault sensitization is relatively easy. There are four ways to activate a bridging fault, 
which are shown in Figure 47. KLPG tests ensure the transitions in all the four cases 
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unless impossible. By randomly filling the don’t care bits in the test patterns, opposite 
logic values may be set by luck. Suppose the probability of a line to be set to logic 1 or 0 
is 50%. Then the probability that a bridging fault is activated is 1-(1-0.5)4, which is 
93.75%. In reality, the probability must be much higher because a line has more than 
50% of chance to have a transition or glitch if random test patterns are applied. However, 
out of the four cases, one of them must have the maximum local delay increase. This 
case happens when the driver of the victim line, which has a transition, is weak and that 
of the aggressor line is strong, e.g. a weak rising transition and a strong 0 in Figure 47 
case (a). Combined with the path length through the victim line that is also important, 
one of the four cases must have the highest fault coverage for the resistive short. 
However, to determine which case has the highest fault coverage can be expensive 
because it depends on both local delay increase and the delay of the longest path through 
the victim line, and the two factors are dependent on each other. Simulation results have 
shown that to get high fault coverage, generating long paths is more important and much 
harder than setting a logic value on the aggressor [89]. Therefore, the strategy is to 
generate longest paths first, and then try to activate the aggressor, for all the four cases, 
so that the best test is guaranteed. 
The algorithm works as follows: during the KLPG test generation, when a longest 
path is generated for either shorted lines, an opposite value is set on the other line and 
the final justification is run again. It has been observed that in most cases only don’t care 
bits are involved. Because KLPG test patterns are required to detect resistive opens 
anyway, there is no additional cost to test resistive shorts by filling don’t care bits. In 
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some cases, setting don’t care bits reduces the compaction rate so that the test volume 
goes up, but the increase is very small. In few cases that the aggressor cannot be set 
because it conflicts against the requirements to test the longest path, path generation 
starts over with a preset aggressor value, to get a constrained longest path. These 
patterns can be seen as top-off patterns but they may not necessarily increase the volume 
after compaction. 
Table 11. Test generation summary for resistive shorts. 
Robust KLPG-1 with 
ATPG for Shorts 
Robust KLPG-1 w/o 
ATPG for Shorts 
Circuit # Lines # Shorts
# Test 
Patterns
CPU Time 
(m:s) 
# Test 
Patterns 
CPU Time 
(m:s) 
s1423   1 423   2 846   233   0:14 215   0:13 
s1488   1 488   2 976     99   0:01   87   0:01 
s1494   1 494   2 988     89   0:02   85   0:02 
s5378   5 378 10 756   441   0:07 406   0:07 
s9234   9 234 18 468   815   4:05 790   3:59 
s13207 13 207 26 414 1 006   2:30 909   2:25 
s15850 15 850 31 700   520   2:45 472   2:35 
s35932 35 932 71 864     43 15:51   36 14:31 
s38417 38 417 76 834 1 061 15:03 949 14:21 
s38584 38 584 77 168   589 12:00 526 11:20 
 
Table 11 shows the test generation results for resistive shorts. ISCAS89 circuits are 
used and robust test generation using launch-on-capture is assumed. Random non-
feedback shorts are used. The number of shorts is twice the number of lines in the 
circuits and it equals the number of transition faults. Again, as the experiments for fault 
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simulation, shorts between lines feeding the same gate are not included, and shorts 
between signal lines and power/ground grid are not included. The results of robust 
KLPG-1 test without ATPG explicitly for resistive shorts are listed in columns 6-7 for 
comparison. It can be seen that after resistive shorts are included into the fault space the 
test volume does not increase significantly (min: 4.7% max: 19.4%) though the fault 
population doubles. The CPU time does not increase significantly either (max: 9.2%). 
The reason is that to put an opposite value on an aggressor line is much easier than to 
sensitize a long path. 
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5. EXPERIMENTS ON SILICON 
5.1 Philips Experiments 
The design selected for the experiments is a digital signal processor (DSP) core. The 
DSP core is a 180 nm technology design and contains 39.713 gates. This is a full scan 
design, with 2 290 muxed scanned flip-flops in 13 scan chains. This design is for 
research purpose only and it has no specified speed. Speed binning has been performed 
to evaluate the test quality of the KLPG test, compared to the traditional transition fault 
test. 
A KLPG-1 test is generated by our KLPG tool by setting K=1 [90][91], which tests 
two longest non-robustly testable paths through each potentially faulty line, with one 
path having a rising transition at the fault site and the other having a falling transition. If 
there is no non-robustly testable path through a potentially faulty line, the tool generates 
a transition fault test that tries to propagate the transition through a set of long paths. 
Therefore, the transition fault coverage of KLPG-1 is the same as that of the traditional 
transition fault test. CPU time for test generation is 9 hours 14 minutes, and 34 621 
testable paths are generated. 
Table 12. Test volume comparison in Philips experiments. 
Test # of patterns
TF 1 820
KLPG-1 13 650
 
Table 12 shows the test volume of the two test sets. KLPG-1 has a significantly larger 
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test volume. This is partly because our KLPG tool uses static compaction [92][93], while 
the transition fault tests use very sophisticated dynamic compaction algorithms 
[94][95][96][97]. The second reason is that fault dropping in KLPG test generation is 
very rare, because a fault is dropped only if a path is proved the longest sensitizable one 
for this fault. However, in transition fault test generation, fault dropping is common by 
re-simulating generated patterns. 
Table 13. Fmax comparison of KLPG-1 and transition fault tests. 
Fmax (MHz) 
Device 
TF KLPG-1
FDL-2 88.26 77.58 
FDL-3 81.23 74.57 
FDL-4 77.58 72.41 
FDL-5 69.88 62.23 
FDL-6 72.89 69.20 
FDL-7 80.13 78.00 
FDL-9 94.43 84.75 
GDL-3 32.54 30.06 
GDL-4 42.57 40.88 
GDL-6 32.24 29.52 
GDL-7 58.07 57.27 
 
There are 20 devices selected in the experiments. Out of these devices, 10 have 
comparatively large delay faults (≥ 5 ns more than nominal path delay) and the other 10 
are suspected to have small delay faults (≤ 5 ns more than nominal path delay). Small 
delay faults are also termed fine delay faults in Philips. Table 13 shows the speed 
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binning results. Devices FDL-x are the ones that are suspected to have small delay faults 
(or fine delay faults) and devices GDL-x are the ones with large delay faults, or gross 
delay faults. Significant Fmax difference between the transition fault and KLPG tests has 
been observed (max: 13.1%). 
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Figure 48. KLPG tests sensitize longer paths than transition fault tests. 
Figure 48 shows the difference of delays using KLPG-1 and transition fault tests. 
Delta delay = (Delay using KLPG-1 test – Delay using transition fault test). For example, 
the delay for device GDL-6 is 31.02 ns using the transition fault test, and it is 33.88 ns 
using the KLPG-1 test. The delta delay is 2.86 ns. If the nominal delay of the longest 
path is 10 ns, then device GDL-6 may contain a defect that causes 23.88–31.02 ns extra 
delay, assuming both transition fault and KLPG-1 tests sensitize the fault and cause 
equal extra delays. Under these assumptions, the transition fault test sensitizes a 0-7.14 
ns path while the KLPG-1 test sensitizes a 2.86-10 ns path, and the difference is always 
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2.86 ns, which is an increase of more than 39.5%. It is also possible that both tests 
sensitize a bridging fault and the KLPG-1 test introduces larger extra delay than the 
transition fault test, which is consistent with the simulation results. 
5.2 Texas Instruments Experiments 
The design selected for the experiments is a controller with 5 clock domains. The 
fastest clock domain is 250 MHz. Delay tests are applied to the 250 MHz domain only. 
The controller is a 130 nm technology ASIC design and contains 738 K gates. The logic 
within the 250 MHz domain contains 597 K gates, not including embedded memories. 
According to the test configuration, the controller is a partial scan design and contains 8 
scan chains for the 250 MHz domain, with 14 963 muxed scanned flip-flops in total, and 
these flip-flops are clocked with the system clock under both shift and functional mode. 
At-speed test can only be performed using launch-on-capture. 
There are 24 devices included in the experiments. These devices marginally pass the 
transition fault test of the 250 MHz domain in production. Four delay test sets are used 
in the experiments: 
1. (Critical) path delay test (generated by the KLPG tool, by removing the 
constraints that every gate/line must be covered), which tests 2 137 critical paths 
(longest non-robustly sensitizable paths) in the 250 MHz domain; 
2. Regular transition fault test (generated by a commercial tool), which is the delay 
test in production; 
3. Randomized transition fault test (generated by the same commercial tool), which 
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makes random decisions and does not necessarily propagate transition faults through the 
easiest paths; 
4. KLPG-1 test (generated by the KLPG tool). 
Table 14 shows the test volume of each test. The volume of the randomized transition 
fault test is slightly higher than that of the regular one. Again, KLPG-1 has a 
significantly larger test volume. 
Table 14. Test volume comparison in Texas Instruments experiments. 
Test # of patterns
Path delay test 774
Regular TF 1 445
Randomized TF 1 471
KLPG-1 12 579
 
Figure 49 shows the speed binning results of the four delay test methodologies. It can 
be seen that for most devices, KLPG has the lowest Fmax, which means testing longer 
paths does result in slower speed. KLPG has two unique detects: devices 6 and 14. They 
pass the other tests but fail the KLPG test, given the 250 MHz specification. Devices 3, 4 
and 24 do not fail any test, but KLPG is significantly slower. For these devices, the path 
delay test does not result in low Fmax, which indicates that these devices are likely to 
contain small defects that have no critical paths going through and KLPG detects them 
through longer paths than the transition fault tests do. These paths may still be much 
shorter than any critical paths. The results prove the benefit of testing the longest paths 
through each gate/line. 
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Figure 49. Fmax comparison using four delay test methodologies. 
Randomized transition fault test does not seem to have significant benefits. Compared 
to the regular transition fault test, it results in slightly lower Fmax for five devices but 
slightly higher Fmax for 10 devices. Interestingly, it gets a unique detect (device 21) 
though the difference from KLPG or path delay test is very small. The test may sensitize 
a path or a set of paths that is longer than the paths generated by KLPG, and it can be 
more likely if a delay fault can only be detected through a set of paths, because KLPG 
deterministically propagates transitions through single long paths. Alternatively, it can 
be a fault that is not modeled in KLPG, such as a resistive bridging fault, which is 
fortuitously detected by the randomized transition fault test. It can also be a power 
supply noise issue, because transition fault tests are highly compacted so that more 
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switches are activated by a single test pattern, which may result in higher power supply 
noise and slower paths. 
It is interesting to look at the path delay test results. For ~1/3 of the devices, the path 
delay test results in the lowest Fmax. This is straightforward because if a device is 
defect-free, or the device contains only undetectable faults, e.g. all paths through a small 
defect are very short so that no path is slow (this fault can be detected using higher-than-
functional-speed test), the actual longest path is the one that determine the speed of the 
circuit. Because of process variation, many critical paths can be the actual longest path. 
KLPG-1 tests the longest path (one that has the highest probability to be the actual 
longest path) through each potential fault site, but the number of globally longest paths 
may not be enough. The path delay patterns test 2 137 critical paths so that it is much 
more likely to hit the actual longest one. Devices 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 17, 18 and 20 are likely 
to be in this category. Theoretically, if more critical paths are tested, almost all defect 
free devices should drop into this category. 
However, Fmax of the path delay test for devices 15, 19, 22 and 24 is significantly 
higher than that of the other tests. Possible reasons can be: 
1. Huge process variation; 
2. Small defects that the path delay test misses; 
3. Fortuitous detects by other tests; 
4. Lower power supply noise than other tests. 
Huge process variation can cause the path delay test to miss the actual longest path, 
which may be sensitized by other tests by luck simply because they have more test 
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patterns. However, this is not very likely by looking at the behavior of other devices in 
our experiments. 
Small defects are the most likely reason because both transition and KLPG tests cover 
the whole circuit while the path delay test does not. All the critical paths that are 
sensitized by the path delay patterns can be within a small area of the circuit. If a small 
defect exists out of this area, the path delay test may miss it while it can be easily 
detected by KLPG, and sometimes by the transition fault test either. 
If the small defect behave as a bridging fault that only causes extra delay, it is also a 
fortuitous detect by the other three tests as none of them targets bridging faults explicitly. 
In fact, KLPG is good at catching resistive bridging faults fortuitously, as the simulation 
results show. 
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Figure 50. “Signatures” of devices 22 and 24. 
An experiment of “Fmax signature” is performed on devices 15, 19, 22 and 24. The 
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transition test patterns are divided evenly into 10 groups by their original order, and 
speed binning is run for each group, at a lower VDD (1.2V, compared to the nominal 
1.5V) to exaggerate the difference. Figure 50 shows Fmax curves for devices 22 and 24, 
and the curves can be considered “signatures”. More than 50% of the devices behave 
like device 8, with an “M-V” shaped signature. However, devices 22 and 24 behave 
differently. Device 22 is slower than expected for pattern groups 2 and 9. It is likely to 
contain a small defect that is only sensitized by some patterns in these two groups, but 
not by the path delay test. Similarly, device 24 seems to have a small defect too because 
it is slow for groups 3, 8 and 9. 
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Figure 51. “Signatures” of devices 15 and 19. 
However, devices 15 and 19 do not have obviously abnormal signatures, as shown in 
Figure 51. They behave slightly differently from device 8, which represents more than 
50% of the devices but similarly to device 5, which seems to be a good device according 
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to the results shown in Figure 49. The signatures of devices 15 and 19 are completely 
bounded by the signatures of devices 5 and 8. It is hard to say whether they contain 
small defects or not from their signatures. 
Power supply noise may be another reason [98][99]. Due to this reason, paths under 
the transition fault tests may be slower than paths under the path delay test. This is 
because: care bit density of the transition fault test patterns is significantly higher than 
that of the path delay test patterns ? a transition fault test pattern may cause more 
switching activities in the circuit ? it is likely to have higher power supply noise ? 
paths sensitized by a transition fault test pattern become significantly slower than their 
nominal delays due to the power supply noise [100]. This can be more sensitive as 
power supply voltage decreases in deep sub-micron (DSM) designs [101]. 
Figure 52 is the care bit density comparison of the path delay test and transition fault 
test without random fill. Every point represents the average number for 50 patterns. 
Because the care bit density is unknown with regular setting (with random fill) in the 
commercial tool, the random fill switch is turned off in this experiment. However, this 
introduces a 1.6x test volume increase (1 445 patterns with random fill turned on vs. 2 
331 patterns with random fill turned off). Average care bit density of the transition fault 
test without random fill is 4.59%, and it can be 1.6x higher, which is ~7.4%, for the 
transition fault test with random fill. In reality, this number can be slightly lower than 
7.4% because some care bits overlap during compaction (it is not always a 1 or 0 
compacted with an X). However, this number is close to the production transition fault 
test value, which really matters. 
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Figure 52. Comparison of care bit density (TF vs. path delay). 
Compared to the high care bit density of the transition fault test, it is significantly 
lower for the path delay test (2.23%). Furthermore, the maximum care bit density of the 
transition fault test pattern (without random fill) is 38.66% (pattern #3), which is much 
higher than that of the path delay test patterns (3.91%). On average, each path delay test 
pattern tests only 2.74 paths. It is reasonable to expect a higher level of power supply 
noise introduced by a transition fault test pattern. 
Figure 53 shows the comparison between the transition fault test (without random fill) 
and the KLPG-1 test. The average care bit density of the KLPG-1 test is 2.60% and the 
maximum is 12.09% (pattern #1). Like the path delay test, the care bit density of the 
KLPG-1 test does not drop significantly from the first pattern to the last, which happens 
to most structural tests like stuck-at and transition fault tests. From this data, it seems 
that the KLPG-1 test does not have high power supply noise either, if all of our 
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assumptions are valid. However, the KLPG-1 test does well in the Fmax comparison. 
Therefore, power supply noise may not be the main reason that Fmax of the path delay 
test is significantly higher for four devices, or our assumptions that the transition fault 
test cause much more transition activities are invalid for this device. 
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Figure 53. Comparison of care bit density (TF vs. KLPG-1). 
To get additional data, the following experiment was performed. The first 200 
transition fault test patterns in production are selected as “noise” source, because these 
patterns are assumed to have the highest care bit density so that they are likely to be the 
“noisiest”. The original path delay test patterns are considered “quiet” due to the large 
amount of don’t care bits (min: 96.08% max 98.90%). For each “quiet” path delay test 
pattern, one of the “noisy” transition fault test patterns that has fewest conflicting bits is 
selected as the noise source for that “quiet” path delay test pattern. The two patterns are 
then “compacted” together. Figure 54 shows an example. If two patterns contain 
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conflicting bits, such as input bit #4 in this example, the path delay test pattern bit is kept, 
so that the target paths of the path delay test pattern are still sensitized. In this way, 
“noise” is introduced into the “quiet” pattern because more switching activities may 
happen in the circuit. The expected output of the “noisy” path delay test pattern keeps 
the same as that of the “quiet” pattern. Bits that are not the destinations of the target 
paths are all masked. This is because if other paths are fortuitously sensitized, it may 
result in an unfair comparison between “noisy” and “quiet” path delay test patterns. 
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Figure 54. Making path delay tests more “noisy”. 
Figure 55 shows the Fmax comparison of the “noisy” path delay test and variety of 
tests that have different noise level: tests that fill the don’t care bits with random values, 
all 1’s-fill and all 0’s. The shift frequency is 25 MHz so that the voltage drop during 
launch and capture caused by shift can be neglected. The first four devices (devices 15, 
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19, 22, 24) are the ones that have significantly higher Fmax using randomly filled path 
delay test. This experiment uses a low VDD (1.2V, compared to the nominal 1.5V) to 
exaggerate the difference. The other devices (devices 101-107) are slow devices only 
under low VDD (these devices are separate from the 24 devices that are used in previous 
experiments). 
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Figure 55. Fmax comparison of “noisy” and “quiet” path delay tests. 
It can be seen that for most devices “noisy” pattern do result in lower Fmax, but the 
difference is small. The most possible reason is that our assumption that the transition 
fault patterns with high care bit density make more switching activities may be wrong. 
For 7 out of 11 devices, Fmax with 0-fill is equal or lower than Fmax with random fill. 
This breaks our assumption that 1-fill or 0-fill makes fewer switches in the circuit than 
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random fill. The number of switching activities in these devices may not vary 
significantly with different fill methods. As a result, the path delay test compared in 
Figure 49 may not be as “quiet” as assumed. From the data, the conclusion is that these 
four devices are more likely to contain small delay defects that the path delay test misses. 
In summary, Figure 49 shows that Fmax of applying KLPG-1 alone is close to the 
lower bound. It can be even closer if KLPG-1 is combined with the path delay test. 
However, test volume is a concern at this moment. Before powerful compaction 
methodologies are developed for KLPG, combining the transition fault and path delay 
tests may be a good choice. It does better than applying the transition fault test alone and 
the test volume is still kept at a low level. Alternatively, the transition fault test can be 
the top-off test for the path delay test; to get a lower combined test volume. 
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6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
6.1 Summary 
In this work a new delay test methodology has been developed. This includes a new 
delay fault model, a statistical delay fault coverage metric, and fault simulation and test 
generation algorithms. 
Traditional delay fault models are incomplete in that they only model a subset of 
delay defect behaviors. To overcome this problem, a physically realistic combined delay 
fault model (CDF) incorporating both spot defects and parametric process variation is 
presented in this dissertation. Spot defects are modeled as both resistive opens and shorts. 
A simulation-based statistical delay fault coverage metric was developed according to 
the new model. Traditional delay fault coverage metrics are either incomplete (transition 
fault coverage metric) or too pessimistic (gate and path delay fault coverage metrics) so 
that the realistic test quality cannot be accurately evaluated. The new fault coverage 
metric considers the combined effects of spot defects and process variation, and takes 
advantage of inter-die process correlation so that the coverage is much closer to the real 
test quality. A fast simulation algorithm, which is used in the fault coverage computation, 
is also presented in this dissertation. The simulation results have suggested a strategy of 
high quality and low cost delay fault test development, which is the ultimate goal of this 
work. 
To achieve this, an efficient algorithm that generates the K longest testable paths 
through each gate/line (KLPG) has been developed. Both launch-on-shift and launch-on-
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capture at-speed test approaches for sequential circuits are supported. Many false path 
elimination techniques are used in the test generation. Experimental results have shown 
that these techniques efficiently trim non-solution search space, which is the main 
problem of any test generation algorithms. To our knowledge, this tool is faster than any 
existing tools solving similar problems, and it is the first tool that efficiently generates 
the longest testable path through each gate in ISCAS85 circuit c6288, which is known as 
a hard problem due to the fact that this circuit contains an exponential number of paths 
and more than 99% of the paths are untestable. 
A complete test generation flow has been implemented on industrial designs. KLPG 
tests have been compared to a variety of traditional delay fault tests on silicon. The 
silicon data match the theoretical prediction and simulation results developed in this 
work, which indicates the accuracy of the new delay fault model and fault coverage 
metric. The silicon data has also shown significant test quality increase of the KLPG 
tests, as predicted in the simulation. 
6.2 Future Work 
Although KLPG significantly increase delay fault test quality, its test size is a concern 
of industrial designs. One of the reasons is that KLPG uses static compaction while the 
traditional transition fault test uses sophisticated dynamic compaction. Experiments have 
shown that the care bit density in KLPG test patterns is significantly lower than that in 
transition fault test patterns, and this indicates a potentially much higher compaction rate 
for KLPG tests. 
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Noise can have increasing impact on circuit delays as transistor dimensions shrink 
[102]. Noise can be induced by capacitive or inductive coupling [55][57], heat [103], or 
power supply noise [98][99]. Some algorithms have been developed to generate the 
worst-case noise [54][56]. In fact, the future test generation and compaction algorithms 
should keep noise at a reasonably high level rather than maximize it, which may result in 
yield loss. 
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